1. Introduction {#sec1-biomolecules-10-00391}
===============

Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease, affecting about 1%--5% of the population over the age of 60 \[[@B1-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Clinically, PD is associated with motor impairments including bradykinesia, akinesia, rigidity, resting tremor and gait disturbance \[[@B2-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These symptoms are, in major part, due to the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra (SN). In addition to this loss of dopaminergic neurons, another hallmark of PD is the presence of intraneuronal cytoplasmic inclusions, named Lewy Bodies (LB) \[[@B3-biomolecules-10-00391]\], composed of the misfolded, aggregated α-synuclein (α-syn) protein, but also of other proteins and organelles \[[@B4-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B5-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Genetic and post-mortem evidence of PD patients undoubtedly highlight the key role of α-syn in PD pathology \[[@B6-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn has also been shown to aggregate in other diseases, grouped under the term synucleinopathies. Targeting neuronal accumulation of α-syn is thus appealing to potentially halt or delay the progression of PD and other synucleinopathies.

In this review, we aimed to highlight α-syn properties that make this protein an appealing therapeutic target exclusively in the PD context. We then tried to expose the current therapeutic strategies that have been tested to target α-syn to inhibit its accumulation, aggregation or toxicity. We focused this review on discussing strategies that target specifically α-syn in preclinical and clinical studies.

2. α-syn: A Relevant Therapeutic Target for PD {#sec2-biomolecules-10-00391}
==============================================

2.1. α-syn Aggregation and Its Deleterious Impacts on Cellular Homeostasis {#sec2dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

α-syn is a 14 kDa natively unfolded protein of 140 amino acids, encoded by the *SNCA* gene. This protein is highly abundant in presynaptic compartments, where it can associate with vesicles via its possible binding to membranous phospholipids \[[@B7-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It is composed of three domains: an N-terminal α-helix domain allowing lipid binding, a central non-amyloid-β component (NAC) domain responsible for its amyloid aggregation, and an unstructured flexible C-terminal domain. The protein has been shown to form a native tetramer in physiological conditions \[[@B8-biomolecules-10-00391]\], but these findings are still controversial in the field \[[@B9-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In 1997, it was discovered that early-onset familial forms of PD were associated with a mutation in the *SNCA* gene \[[@B6-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. That same year, α-syn was identified as the major component of LB presented by affected neurons of PD subjects \[[@B4-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These two studies shed light on this protein as a possible major actor in PD pathogenesis.

In pathological conditions, misfolded and aggregated forms of α-syn accumulate in LB. The NAC domain of α-syn confers a high propensity for the protein to misfold and to form β-sheet rich amyloid assemblies, also termed fibrils \[[@B10-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn assembly into amyloid fibrils is dynamic and the existence of intermediate oligomeric species has extensively been studied. These oligomers provoked more seeding and neurotoxic effects than larger fibrillar assemblies, inferring that they might in fact be the real pathogenic species \[[@B11-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B12-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Deciphering the pathological relevance and exact role of these assemblies in the pathogenesis of PD is very challenging due to their reduced size, massive heterogeneity and transient nature. Recently, studies have aimed at identifying the different α-syn strains between synucleinopathies that could explain their divergent pathologies and clinical manifestations. It has been shown by several teams that there appears to be a specific aggregated form of α-syn that induces PD pathology \[[@B13-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B14-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B15-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

α-syn aggregation can be considered as a stochastic event, which would increase with age and/or cell stress conditions, forming initial seed nuclei that would escape cellular clearance due to perturbed proteostasis. Increased α-syn expression and point mutations have been extensively shown to promote aggregation \[[@B16-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. External factors such as viral \[[@B17-biomolecules-10-00391]\] or bacterial \[[@B18-biomolecules-10-00391]\] infections, and cell stress due to pesticide or toxin exposure \[[@B19-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B20-biomolecules-10-00391]\] can also trigger the aggregation of the protein. Perturbed calcium homeostasis, mitochondrial failure, oxidative stress, and neuroinflammation are implicated in the initiation of the accumulation of α-syn as well \[[@B21-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B22-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B23-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

The accumulation of intracellular aggregated α-syn shows pleiotropic pathological effects on the cell such as synaptic vesicle impairments, mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, or dysfunction in the clearance pathways \[[@B24-biomolecules-10-00391]\] which in turn contribute to neurodegeneration. The physiological interaction of α-syn with vesicles \[[@B25-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and its role in vesicle trafficking via interactions with the SNARE complex may explain the disruption of this complex and of synaptic vesicle motility by α-syn oligomers associated with increased dopamine (DA) release \[[@B26-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B27-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A synaptic loss-of-function of normal α-syn, which could be triggered by its abnormal accumulation, has been shown to induce perturbations in dopamine release \[[@B28-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B29-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Conversely, increased levels in oxidized dopamine also impact the formation of oligomeric α-syn species and lysosomal activity \[[@B30-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B31-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition, misfolded α-syn aggregates can associate with ER membrane and cause a morphologic dysfunction, perturbations in ER chaperone levels, resulting in increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels, or calcium leakage to the cytosol \[[@B32-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The transport of proteins from the Golgi apparatus to the ER can also be affected by α-syn aggregates, increasing the ER stress and leading to a lack of function of protein production and quality control \[[@B33-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Mitochondrial swelling and depolarization combined with an accelerated release of cytochrome c and calcium dyshomeostasis have also been observed in vitro due to α-syn oligomers \[[@B34-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn aggregates could also lead to an increase in oxidative stress by disturbing mitochondrial respiration via inhibition of mitochondrial complex I subunits \[[@B35-biomolecules-10-00391]\], increasing the production of ROS by NADPH oxidase \[[@B36-biomolecules-10-00391]\] or failure in antioxidant proteins \[[@B37-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These pathological assemblies are also capable of interacting with membrane lipids, thus inducing lysosomal membrane permeabilization and compromising autophagic function \[[@B38-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Lastly, it has been shown that aggregated α-syn can activate microglial inflammation, in turn participating in the induction of cell death \[[@B39-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Altogether, these various toxic effects of aggregated α-syn contribute to the loss of cellular homeostasis, therefore contributing to neurodegeneration.

In parallel, disruptions in cellular functions could also have a crucial role in α-syn toxicity towards neurons in PD. A dysfunction in α-syn clearance can lead to the abnormal accumulation of the protein, which in turn can disrupt autophagic-lysosomal and ubiquitin-proteasomal functions, entering in a vicious circle \[[@B40-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition, metal dyshomeostasis within the cell has been shown to impact α-syn by itself and its aggregation, via the metal binding sites present on α-syn \[[@B41-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B42-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B43-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Altogether, these findings reveal the tight links between α-syn aggregation and cellular dysfunctions in PD pathogenesis, but do not decrypt which is the trigger and which is the consequence.

2.2. The Prion-Like Hypothesis as a Model of α-syn Pathogenicity {#sec2dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The prion-like hypothesis of α-syn was raised in 2003 when six different neuropathological stages of PD were classified based on the spreading of α-syn deposits throughout affected brain areas \[[@B44-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Given that the successively affected regions are interconnected, they hypothesized the prion-like propagation of PD: the Lewy pathology would appear at the brainstem or olfactory bulb, for still unidentified reasons, and expand spatiotemporally to the neuronal connectome. Even if still under debate, this hypothesis was further strengthened in 2008 with the discovery of the development of Lewy pathology in fetal neurons grafted in the brains of PD patients more than a decade before their death \[[@B45-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B46-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B47-biomolecules-10-00391]\], highlighting a potential cell-to-cell propagation of pathological α-syn.

Evidence showing that α-syn can transfer from a donor cell to a recipient cell was demonstrated in vitro using neuroblastoma cells \[[@B48-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and in vivo when the transfer of α-syn to grafts in 6-OHDA-lesioned rats was observed \[[@B49-biomolecules-10-00391]\], confirming the seminal findings of α-syn transfer from host to graft. These processes have since then been intensively described, with the demonstration that α-syn assemblies can be taken-up by neurons \[[@B48-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B50-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B51-biomolecules-10-00391]\] via binding to the cell surface \[[@B52-biomolecules-10-00391]\], or interaction with protein partners \[[@B53-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B54-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B55-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Once inside the neuron, aggregated α-syn has been shown to be directed to the lysosomal compartment \[[@B50-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and can be transported along the axon \[[@B56-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B57-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The intracellular aggregates can, in the end, be transmitted to neighboring cells via several non-exclusive possible routes: exported extracellularly \[[@B56-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B58-biomolecules-10-00391]\], in exosomes \[[@B59-biomolecules-10-00391]\], or simply released after the affected neuron death.

This prion-like propagation of aggregated α-syn was further demonstrated following intrastriatal inoculation of recombinant α-syn pre-formed fibrils (PFF) in WT mice. This PFF injection induced the formation of α-syn-positive cytoplasmic inclusions in neurons of the striatum as well as interconnected regions such as the cortex, associated with a loss of dopaminergic neurons in the SN and motor dysfunctions \[[@B60-biomolecules-10-00391]\], while a similar injection of soluble α-syn had no effect \[[@B61-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. PFF also induced a progressive synucleinopathy after intracerebral injection into susceptible transgenic mice \[[@B62-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B63-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B64-biomolecules-10-00391]\], and in non-human primate models \[[@B65-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In 2014, LB-enriched fractions purified from PD brains containing pathological aggregated α-syn were injected unilaterally in the SN and striatum of WT mice and non-human primates. This resulted in the induction of a progressive accumulation of pathological and aggregated forms of α-syn in nigral neurons and interconnected brain regions, leading to nigrostriatal neurodegeneration \[[@B66-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These pathogenic effects were abolished when injections were performed into mice lacking α-syn expression, or when inoculates were experimentally deprived of α-syn. The propagation of α-syn has also been demonstrated from the gut to the brain by injections of PFFs in the gut, which did not occur in α-syn knockout mice \[[@B67-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

In addition to its ability to aggregate and propagate, α-syn has shown the capacity to seed the formation of new aggregates. The exposure of cells to exogenous α-syn fibrils has been shown to induce the accumulation of aggregated endogenous α-syn in many independent studies \[[@B68-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B69-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In these studies, fluorescently labelled α-syn exogenous fibrils were found to colocalize with newly formed endogenous α-syn aggregates \[[@B70-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The exposed cells developed a synucleinopathy resembling the one found in PD affected neurons, with the formation of cytosolic inclusions and Lewy Neurites (LN), containing pathological phosphorylated α-syn at the serine residue position 129 (pS129). These findings show that exogenous aggregates of the protein are able to recruit endogenous α-syn monomers and serve as templates in their seeded aggregation.

Altogether, these models have shed light on the capacity of α-syn to form aggregates that can be transferred from an affected cell to a naive one and induce the recruitment and seeded aggregation of the endogenous protein, leading to the expansion of the pathology. These events, recapitulated under the term "prion-like propagation", highlight the implication of α-syn and its aggregation in the pathogenesis of PD.

All the above-mentioned findings and models undoubtedly show the central implication of α-syn in the expansion of PD pathology, leading to the disruptions and impairments of physiological cellular processes, giving rise to a progressive neurodegenerative disorder. There are currently no curative therapies for PD. In line with the pathogenic mechanisms linked to α-syn mentioned above, global effort has been focused on: (1) reducing α-syn expression and synthesis, (2) inhibiting its aggregation or reducing its accumulation through post-translational modifications, immunotherapy, and anti-aggregative molecules, (3) enhancing the degradation of α-syn as possible therapeutic strategies for PD, (4) modulating oxidative stress via anti-oxidative molecules or metal alteration.

3. Reducing α-syn Synthesis {#sec3-biomolecules-10-00391}
===========================

The discovery of seven missense mutations, A53T, A30P, E46K, H50Q, G51D, A53V and A53E \[[@B6-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B71-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B72-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B73-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B74-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B75-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B76-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B77-biomolecules-10-00391]\], as well as duplication and triplication \[[@B78-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B79-biomolecules-10-00391]\] of the *SNCA* gene encoding for α-syn as a cause of several PD familial cases undoubtedly rises the interest of the field towards *SNCA* gene targeting. Moreover, the association between α-syn expression levels and the severity of the pathology \[[@B80-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B81-biomolecules-10-00391]\] in sporadic and familial cases, strongly reinforced the link of *SNCA* gene expression to the pathophysiology of PD. Silencing *SNCA* or normalizing its levels of expression has thus been deeply explored as an appealing genetic-based therapeutic approach for PD.

The discovery of RNA interference (RNAi) paved the way to reduce *SNCA* expression level in vitro and in vivo. RNAi is a conserved process by which the double-stranded RNA targets a specific sequence of mRNA resulting either in the degradation of the targeted mRNA by the RISC complex when using short hairpin (sh)RNA, or in its translational inhibition when using small interfering (si)RNA \[[@B82-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B83-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Both RNAi strategies have been used in the last decades in an attempt to reduce α-syn levels through *SNCA* silencing, aiming to delay or prevent dopaminergic cell loss. In 2006, it was first shown that a lentiviral-mediated delivery of shRNA targeting human *SNCA* was efficient to silence *SNCA* expression in vitro and in rat brains when it was co-expressed with the human *SNCA* gene \[[@B84-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. That same year, successful down-regulation of *SNCA* gene expression in vivo occurred using an Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV)-based approach. They were able to prevent nigral dopaminergic cell loss by injecting hammerhead ribozyme-mediated inhibition of α-syn into MPP^+^-treated adult rats \[[@B85-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another delivery method demonstrated that stabilized naked siRNA against *SNCA* gene infused into mice hippocampi was resistant to endo- and exonuclease activity and led to efficient knockdown of *SNCA* locally (up to 70%) that lasted for up to three weeks post-infusion \[[@B86-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition to RNAi strategies, two microRNA (miR) targeting the 3′-untranslated region of *SNCA* have been identified as potential therapeutic targets to downregulate *SNCA* transcription. miR-7 was demonstrated to repress post-transcriptional *SNCA* gene expression in neurons and to contribute to protection against oxidative stress \[[@B87-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. One year later, miR-7 and miR-153 overexpression reduced endogenous expression of α-syn in vitro and expression of these microRNA mirrored the *SNCA* expression in tissues, making them interesting for genetic-based approaches \[[@B88-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Despite the benefits obtained by such genetic-based therapies to reduce α-syn expression, the first demonstration of neurotoxicity induced by α-syn downregulation in WT rats raised long-lasting adverse effects \[[@B89-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In this study, they showed that intranigral unilateral injection of AAV carrying shRNA against *SNCA* in WT rats led to a rapid and progressive dopaminergic lesion in the nigrostriatal pathway, associated with pronounced amphetamine-induced behavioral asymmetry which correlated with the level of reduction of *SNCA* expression \[[@B89-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In 2012, these results were confirmed using an AAV delivery of shRNA against human *SNCA* into the dopaminergic neurons of the SN of rats ectopically overexpressing human α-syn \[[@B90-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They showed that human α-syn knockdown to undetectable levels aggravated the dopaminergic cell loss presented by this model despite behavioral motor improvement \[[@B90-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The same team tested a miR-embedded shRNA against human *SNCA* in vitro and in the same model of α-syn overexpressing rats \[[@B91-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B92-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They showed that the miR-30-embedded shRNA silencing vector was effective to reduce α-syn expression level in the rat SN and the striatum, and to prevent dopaminergic cell loss and motor impairment at two months post-injection \[[@B92-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Nevertheless, this new genetic tool also induced negative effects such as toxicity on dopaminergic fibers in the striatum, reduction of tyrosine hydroxylase global expression and neuroinflammation in the SN \[[@B92-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, in 2016, three months after injection of shRNA against *SNCA* in four St. Kitts green monkeys, a loss of dopaminergic cells and fibers in a titer-dependent manner occurred \[[@B93-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These results highlighted a critical window of *SNCA* expression which is required to maintain dopaminergic cell viability. To directly test the effect of *SNCA* silencing on endogenous α-syn, the neurotoxicity induced by injection of shRNA targeting rat *SNCA* in the SN of adult rats was assessed. They showed that the nigrostriatal cell loss observed one-month post-injection was specifically due to the silencing of endogenous *SNCA* as no cell loss occurred in *SNCA* knockout mice. Loss of endogenous α-syn was toxic specifically for dopaminergic neurons as they described the initiation of both the innate and adaptive immune systems induced by *SNCA* silencing that finally contributed to a neuroinflammatory cascade and dopaminergic cell death \[[@B94-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They thus confirmed a critical threshold of endogenous *SNCA* silencing within nigral neurons above which neurotoxicity and neuronal death were certain. However, another study recently demonstrated that long-term reduction by 90% of α-syn expression using AAV-mediated delivery of shRNA against *SNCA* in rats during one year did not induce neurodegeneration in WT rats, observing only a slight decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase due to non-specific toxicities that were attributable to cellular transduction \[[@B95-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Altogether, most of these studies have shown the potential detrimental effects of complete α-syn knockdown, but these results remain controversial given the latest studies.

Even though the physiological role of α-syn is not yet completely understood, some evidence has pointed to synaptic functions \[[@B26-biomolecules-10-00391]\], which could explain such adverse effects after long-lasting downregulation of *SNCA* gene. Genetic-based therapies required refining to efficiently reduce *SNCA* at physiological levels and to protect dopaminergic cells without neurotoxic side-effects. In 2010, this issue was highlighted when by partially suppressing α-syn expression using siRNA targeting specifically the squirrel monkey transcript \[[@B96-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In this first successful primate study, they produced a 21-base pair siRNA duplex targeting squirrel monkey *SNCA* transcript that was infused for four weeks unilaterally in the left SN of three monkeys. They demonstrated that naked si*SNCA* infusion induced a significant partial reduction of α-syn expression by 40%--50% in nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons \[[@B96-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Despite this α-syn reduction, they did not observe any dopaminergic cell loss, phenotypic tyrosine hydroxylase alteration, neuroinflammation or significant neurochemical dysfunction in the striatum (dopamine, DOPAC and HVA levels were unchanged). They thus confirmed the absence of deleterious adverse effects with partial α-syn silencing induced by naked siRNA infusion in an animal model highly pertinent to humans, but they did not assess the efficacy of this strategy on the reduction of *SNCA* in PD neuropathology. Furthermore, α-syn knockdown using shRNA in human neuroblastoma SHSY5Y cells enhanced cell survival and resisted methamphetamine-induced neurotoxicity, reinforcing the interest of silencing α-syn expression as an effective therapy for neuroprotection in PD pathology \[[@B97-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. To revive the interest of the field in genetic-based therapies, a Japanese group developed siRNA against human *SNCA* that reduced the expression of α-syn by half in PD patient's fibroblasts carrying *SNCA* triplications, normalizing α-syn levels. Using *Drosophila melanogaster* as a PD model, they developed transgenic lines that co-expressed human α-syn and a siRNA directed against *SNCA* and showed that motor dysfunctions of flies were improved depending on α-syn reduction levels. They thus confirmed that moderate α-syn silencing, normalizing *SNCA* expression levels, was efficient to improve motor deficits in a simple model of PD \[[@B98-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A short-term reduction by 35% of α-syn expression by AAV-mediated delivery of shRNA targeting endogenous rat *SNCA* transcript was shown sufficient to prevent motor deficit and dopaminergic cell and fiber loss presented by rotenone-exposed rats \[[@B99-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This study also showed that even if dopamine release was slightly affected by this *SNCA* reduction, motor function or nigral dopaminergic integrity were not affected in WT rats. They thus brought the first proof of concept that partial reduction of α-syn levels could be effective in slowing down neuropathology in a rodent PD model. Altogether, these studies demonstrated that partial reduction of *SNCA* could be beneficial for PD, without the neurotoxicity observe with total ablation of *SNCA*.

Another strategy employed to reduce pathologic α-syn levels was based on the principle of allele-specific RNAi effectors. In familial cases, mutated forms of α-syn are responsible for the development of the pathology. Changes of a single nucleotide in the 21--23 nucleotides that composed an RNAi effector can abrogate the silencing ability of an RNA trigger. Allele-specific RNAi silencing can thus eliminate transcripts of mutated forms of *SNCA* without affecting WT transcripts. In 2011, a study succeeded in developing shRNA that discriminated between A30P mutated and WT *SNCA* transcripts in vitro \[[@B100-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This study highlighted the interest of targeting mutant-specific silencing of *SNCA* as genetic-based therapy in the case of hereditary forms of the pathology.

Despite emerging efforts to refine strategies aiming at silencing *SNCA* in vivo, this approach has not yet been developed enough to pursue clinical studies using *SNCA*-genetic-based therapies. Indeed, limitations of RNAi strategies slow down the application to humans, such as the need: (i) to use vectors to express certain RNAi, (ii) to directly inject into the brain to target local *SNCA* and (iii) to repeat this protocol chronically to enable sustained expression of genetic tools. The first major challenging point of such strategy for clinical application is thus to find safe and efficient vectors to cross the blood brain barrier (BBB) and deliver the genetic tools in a sustained way into the brain after a systemic administration. To overcome this limitation, modified exosomes were developed that expressed a brain-targeting peptide, the rabies virus glycoprotein peptide (RVG), and loaded with siRNA against *SNCA* gene in order to specifically target α-syn silencing to the brain \[[@B101-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. After intravenous administration of RVG-modified exosomes containing si*SNCA*, they showed a significant decrease of α-syn mRNA in the midbrain, the striatum and the cortex of transgenic Tg13 mice model, with no toxicity observed \[[@B101-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, RVG-decorated liposomes were used to deliver siRNA for α-syn silencing into mice primary hippocampal neurons as a first validated step towards in vivo systemic therapy \[[@B102-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. To optimize viral vector penetration into the brain, a non-invasive magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound was tested combined with systemic injection of microbubbles to locally and transiently increase the BBB penetrance \[[@B103-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Using this non-invasive methodology, they succeeded in silencing human *SNCA* by 60% in four mice brain regions (hippocampus, SN, olfactory bulb and dorsal motor nucleus) after systemic delivery of AAV-sh*SNCA* vectors through the tail vein of transgenic mice overexpressing human *SNCA*, with no deleterious side effects \[[@B103-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another group proposed the use of intranasal delivery---a semi-permeable BBB region---of antisense oligonucleotide against *SNCA* conjugated with indatraline, a triple monoamine transporter blocker with differential affinities, to specifically target monoamine neurons involved in PD pathology \[[@B104-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They obtained a time-dependent knockdown of α-syn specifically in serotoninergic and dopaminergic neurons of the SN, the ventral tegmental area, the putamen, the caudate and the locus coeruleus \[[@B104-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, a non-viral vector approach was developed based on the systemic injection of a small peptide derived from the envelope protein of the rabies virus (C2--9r) complexed with siRNA targeting α-syn in MPTP-mice \[[@B105-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This showed a sustainable neuronal specific knockdown of α-syn by 60%--90% associated with dopaminergic neuroprotection and motor improvement. Recently, the same group developed another peptide derived from the apoB protein in order to carry the si*SNCA* and showed equivalent efficient neuronal specific silencing of α-syn and neuroprotection after intraperitoneal injection in human-*SNCA*-overexpressed transgenic mice \[[@B106-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Even though no clinical trials exist yet, reduction of *SNCA* expression and delivery of these gene-based therapies are being developed and could be promising for PD therapeutics.

Despite all these technical advances and appealing strategies to silence efficiently and with refinement the *SNCA* gene in the brain, genetic-based therapies targeting α-syn silencing reflected the complexity of modifying gene expression in the brain, and notably in the field of PD pathology. Interestingly, the recent discovery of ZSCAN21 as a transcriptional factor for *SNCA* \[[@B107-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and its upstream regulation with TRIM17 and TRIM41 \[[@B108-biomolecules-10-00391]\] could be an alternative route to modulate *SNCA* gene expression. In the same line of evidence, a recent paper reported the role of β2-adrenoreceptor agonists on *SNCA* gene expression and regulation showing that β2-adrenoreceptor agonists decreased *SNCA* expression in a dose-dependent manner through Histone 3 Lysine 27 deacetylation in WT mice SN \[[@B109-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Future strategies to silence partially *SNCA* gene expression may be focused on drug candidates that may act on these new pathways in order to pave the way of genetic-based approaches targeting α-syn silencing with high translational impact for PD. Nonetheless, these genetic-based strategies still require refinement to perturb pathological forms of α-syn all the while maintaining the physiological levels of α-syn.

4. Targeting α-syn Post-Translational Modifications {#sec4-biomolecules-10-00391}
===================================================

α-syn has been shown to undergo several post-translational modifications (PTM), of which numerous are associated with the pathological forms of the proteins. These modifications, such as phosphorylation, truncation, acylation, ubiquitination, or glycation can impact pathological α-syn aggregation, or oligomer formation, with many different mechanisms, and represent possible molecular targets in the development of disease-modifying therapeutic approaches.

4.1. Phosphorylation {#sec4dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------

Phosphorylation of α-syn has been the most studied PTM of the protein since the finding in 2002 that α-syn is phosphorylated at residue S129 in LB \[[@B110-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Importantly, non-fibrillar forms of α-syn extracted from tissues of PD patients can also be phosphorylated at this site \[[@B111-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. pS129 α-syn has since emerged as a major hallmark of the disease, as well as other synucleinopathies. Other serine and tyrosine residues of the protein can be phosphorylated, such as S87, Y125, Y133 and Y136 \[[@B112-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B113-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B114-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The exact roles of the latter in PD pathogenesis are still to be determined, as many independent laboratories have shown it to be either neuroprotective or neurotoxic. Multiple studies have shown that pS129 α-syn promotes its fibrillization in vitro \[[@B110-biomolecules-10-00391]\], or accelerates the formation of inclusions and exacerbates its toxicity in cell models \[[@B115-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Other studies have shown a neuroprotective effect of this PTM, as the phosphorylation deficient mutant S129A was found to be more toxic in different animal models compared to WT α-syn \[[@B116-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B117-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Paradoxically, this mutant was shown to induce the formation of large inclusions, rather than---possibly more toxic---small oligomers ending with a protective effect \[[@B118-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B119-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

In an attempt to modulate the phosphorylation of α-syn as a therapeutic approach, two molecular players in this pathway have been targeted: kinases and phosphatases. Numerous kinases phosphorylate α-syn, especially at S129, such as casein kinases \[[@B112-biomolecules-10-00391]\], G protein-coupled receptor kinases \[[@B113-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B120-biomolecules-10-00391]\], or Polo-like kinases (PLK) \[[@B121-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. PLK2 was shown to phosphorylate α-syn more efficiently than PLK1 and PLK3, and this PTM was largely reduced in PLK2-/- transgenic mice \[[@B117-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B121-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In transfected cells expressing WT α-syn and treated with recombinant PFF, PLK2 phosphorylated α-syn under its monomeric, or aggregated forms, allowing the modulation of its phosphorylation status at different stages \[[@B122-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In this model, PLK2-induced pS129 α-syn had no effect on the aggregation of the protein, but could mediate its clearance through the autophagy-lysosomal pathway \[[@B123-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The modulation of PLK2-mediated phosphorylation was obtained by its inhibition with selective and brain-permeable chemical compound BI2536 \[[@B121-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B122-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In WT mice and rats, treatment with BI2536 inhibited pS129 α-syn \[[@B121-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B124-biomolecules-10-00391]\], and could be delivered locally by nanoparticles \[[@B125-biomolecules-10-00391]\] but the exact consequences on this inhibition on the pathology of PD are still to be decrypted. However, as kinases phosphorylating α-syn have ubiquitous distribution and possibly compensatory effects, the development of safe and efficient brain-penetrant compounds selectively modulating this PTM is extremely challenging.

To modulate α-syn phosphorylation, phosphatases may represent another possible therapeutic target. Despite the interest in its phosphorylation, few studies have targeted phosphatases selectively dephosphorylating α-syn. Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) has been shown to dephosphorylate pS129 α-syn \[[@B126-biomolecules-10-00391]\], although these results remain controversial \[[@B127-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B128-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, the antidiabetic drug metformin significantly reduced the levels of pS129, through activation of PP2A, in cells and in vivo \[[@B129-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B130-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In MPTP-exposed mice, activation of PP2A by metformin presented neuroprotective effects, with restored dopamine depletion and behavioral impairments \[[@B130-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This phosphatase is ubiquitous and its specificity is determined by regulatory B subunits \[[@B126-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Assembly of pS129-dephosphorylating PP2A is regulated by reversible methylation, representing a possible control mechanism \[[@B131-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B132-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Thus, the use of activators to increase its S129 phosphatase activity represent an interesting therapeutic approach for PD. This has been achieved in mice brains with the use of a coffee component, eicosanoyl-5-hydroxytryptamide (EHT), which, by inhibiting demethylation of PP2A, enhanced its phosphatase activity toward α-syn \[[@B126-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In a human α-syn transgenic mouse model, using an EHT-enhanced diet, S129 phosphorylation was decreased, with concomitant reduction in α-syn aggregation and improvement of neuronal integrity leading to improved motor performance. Equivalent results were obtained on a similar WT α-syn transgenic mouse model, showing a synergistic effect of caffeine and EHT in enhancing PP2A activation \[[@B133-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. These mechanisms of enhancing PP2A dephosphorylation of α-syn appear as promising therapeutic approaches, as they are safe and can be specific to α-syn through an allosteric activation, therefore avoiding the deleterious effects towards off-target proteins.

4.2. Truncation {#sec4dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
---------------

Numerous studies have reported the presence of different truncated forms of α-syn in LB, and about 15% of LB-contained α-syn is truncated \[[@B134-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B135-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B136-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The generation of C-terminally truncated forms of the protein has been demonstrated in vivo \[[@B137-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and was shown repeatedly to promote fibril assembly and to enhance full-length α-syn propensity to aggregate \[[@B138-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B139-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B140-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B141-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. C-terminal truncation of α-syn is required for its cellular processing and can be found in control brains \[[@B137-biomolecules-10-00391]\], but truncated α-syn is present in higher amounts and within higher molecular-weight species in PD brains \[[@B140-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The underlying mechanisms of α-syn proteolytic cleavage are not yet understood, but several α-syn-cleaving proteases have been identified, and represent interesting potential targets for modulating its aggregation.

Calpain I is a calcium-dependent neutral protease, activated by increased intracellular calcium levels, therefore prone to cleave α-syn in presynaptic terminals where it is predominantly localized. In vitro, calpain I cleaved α-syn after amino acid 57, and within the NAC domain, and the former cleavage was impossible on A53T mutant α-syn \[[@B142-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Under fibrillar forms, α-syn is cleaved at amino acids 117 and 122, generating C-terminal fragments that retain their fibrillar structure and induce the co-aggregation of the full-length protein. Calpain I-mediated cleavage of soluble monomeric α-syn inhibited its fibrillization, while processing of the fibrillar form of the protein by calpain I promoted its further aggregation \[[@B143-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In PD, calpain expression levels and activity were elevated in the brain, and led to synaptic dysfunction and neuronal death by contribution to the formation of toxic oligomers \[[@B144-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This study also revealed that calpain-cleaved α-syn was found in nigral LB and LN, colocalizing with activated calpain. Recently, fibrillar α-syn C-terminal truncation mediated by calpains was shown to participate in regulating seeding, fibrillization, and LB formation and maturation in vitro \[[@B145-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The inhibition of α-syn cleavage by calpain could thus represent an interesting therapeutic option. The effects of calpastatin, a natural calpain-specific inhibitor, were demonstrated in vivo, in double transgenic mouse models either overexpressing both human mutated A30P α-syn and human calpastatin showing reduced calpain activity, or overexpressing A30P on a calpastatin-deficient background associated with increased calpain activity \[[@B146-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In these animal models, calpastatin-induced reduction of calpain activity led to decreased α-syn aggregation, while the loss of calpastatin led to increased truncation of α-syn. Furthermore, overexpression of calpastatin ameliorated the neuropathology observed in A30P mutant mice. In a recent study, the effects of systemically administered low molecular weight calpain inhibitors, Neurodur and Gabadur, on α-syn were demonstrated in vivo. In transgenic mice overexpressing human WT α-syn, increased calpain activity and α-syn cleavage resulted in its aggregation and toxicity \[[@B147-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Treatments with both calpain inhibitors resulted in the reduction in α-syn deposits, with a reduction in its C-terminal cleavage, and improvement in neurodegeneration and activity performance of these mice.

Caspase I was also shown to truncate α-syn in vitro, which generated highly aggregation-prone species. This truncation-induced aggregation was toxic to neuronal cultures, and the specific inhibition of caspase I by the chemical compound VX-765 improved neuron survival \[[@B148-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition, neurosin, a serine protease predominantly expressed in the central nervous system, previously detected in LB, inhibited α-syn fibrillization in vitro and was involved in its degradation \[[@B149-biomolecules-10-00391]\] through α-syn cleavage within the NAC region \[[@B150-biomolecules-10-00391]\], therefore inhibiting its aggregation. Lastly, similarly to calpain and neurosin, α-syn C-terminal cleavage has been shown to be mediated by cathepsin D \[[@B151-biomolecules-10-00391]\] or matrix metalloproteinase 3---which were also detected in LB---\[[@B152-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B153-biomolecules-10-00391]\], but their respective roles in truncating α-syn intracellularly in vivo remain unclear, rendering their inhibition challenging in therapeutic development for PD. Taken together, inhibiting truncation of α-syn has been shown to prevent fibrillation and aggregation, making it an interesting potential therapeutic target.

4.3. O-GlcNAcylation {#sec4dot3-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------

The *O*-linked β-*N*-acetyl glucosamine (*O*-GlcNAc) modification is a dynamic glycosylation in which the uncharged acetylated hexosamine sugar N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) is added and removed to the serine or threonine residues of proteins by intracellular enzymes *O*-GlcNAc transferase and O-GlcNAcase respectively \[[@B154-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn has been shown to be O-GlcNAcylated at nine different threonine residues in proteomics experiments from mouse and human tissues \[[@B155-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B156-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B157-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Most of these modifications are located in the NAC region, with the T72 O-GlcNAcylation appearing as particularly important. Indeed, the addition of a single O-GlcNAcylated residue at T72 completely inhibited the oligomerization and fibrillization of the full-length unmodified protein, without affecting its ability to bind membranes, and prevented the toxicity of α-syn in the treatment of neuronal cultures \[[@B158-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. S87 O-GlcNAcylation was also shown to decrease the aggregation of the protein \[[@B159-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Both T72 and S87 O-GlcNAcylation inhibit the calpain-mediated cleavage of α-syn, associated with its aggregation \[[@B160-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It was shown recently, through the synthesis of six site-specific O-GlcNAcylated α-syn variants, that O-GlcNAcylation in general inhibited the aggregation of the protein, and could also alter the structure of its aggregated forms \[[@B161-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In this study, several of the O-GlcNAcylations prevented the toxicity of extracellular α-syn fibrils in a primary neuron culture PD model. Additionally, O-GlcNAcylation inhibited the aggregation of an aggressive α-syn mutant. Interestingly, MK-8719, a CNS penetrant O-GlcNAcase inhibitor towards tauopathies, has been advanced to phase 1 clinical trial \[[@B162-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This molecule could also represent a promising anti-aggregative therapeutic target towards α-syn in PD.

4.4. Other PTMs: Ubiquitination, SUMOylation, Acetylation, Glycation and Nitration {#sec4dot4-biomolecules-10-00391}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As many other cellular inclusions associated with neurodegenerative disorders, ubiquitylated proteins are components found in LB \[[@B163-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn itself in LB is mainly mono-, di-, and tri-ubiquitinated \[[@B164-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B165-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B166-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A recent study showed that ubiquitin-specific protease 13 (USP13) can regulate α-syn clearance \[[@B167-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This de-ubiquitinase was found to be upregulated in post-mortem PD brains. Furthermore, knocking down USP13 resulted in increased α-syn ubiquitination and clearance in WT mice, prevented neuronal death and improved motor performance in α-syn lentiviral or transgenic PD mouse models. The major issue with targeting these ubiquitinating ligases resides in the lack of specificity of these pathways, and on the opposite effects of ubiquitination on α-syn aggregates \[[@B168-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B169-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B170-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B171-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B172-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B173-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B174-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B175-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

α-syn has also been shown to be SUMOylated at lysine residues by PIAS2. An increase in PIAS2 expression along with SUMOylated α-syn were detected in PD brains, and PIAS2 was even detected in LB within nigral neurons. SUMOylation by PIAS2 directly promoted the aggregation of α-syn, and impaired its ubiquitination by the above cited ligases, preventing its degradation \[[@B176-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Importantly, the SUMOylation of α-syn was also shown in other studies to inhibit its aggregation and toxicity \[[@B177-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B178-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Thus, SUMOylation could be an interesting target but, given the inconsistencies observed, more research must be done on this PTM.

Acetylation of α-syn has also been demonstrated at several Lysine residues, predominantly in the N-terminus (K6 and K10). This acetylation at the N-terminus stabilized the helical structure of α-syn, increasing its binding to the membrane. In addition, acetylated α-syn led to a lower propensity to aggregate than non-acetylated α-syn, but also to a different fibril polymorphism \[[@B179-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Sirtuin 2 (Sirt2), a deacetylase, has been implicated in α-syn mediated toxicity and aggregation in *Drosophila melanogaster* \[[@B180-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, α-syn acetylation at K6 and K10 modulated not only aggregation but also autophagy in vitro. In this same study, Sirt2 knockout mice injected with either AAV-α-syn or MPTP showed less dopaminergic cell loss \[[@B181-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Altogether, these studies elucidate the potential therapeutic effects of Sirt2 targeting to decrease α-syn aggregation.

Finally, glycation of α-syn was first shown to be implicated in its toxicity through DJ-1, which has both glyoxalase and deglycase activities \[[@B182-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The increased glycation on α-syn Lysine residues through the use of methylglyoxal (MGO) induced an increase in α-syn toxicity and aggregation in vitro and in vivo. MGO was shown to amplify α-syn oligomer production and interfere with the N-terminal structure of the protein. Using anti-MGO molecules such as aminoguanidine and tenisetam, this same study demonstrated a better α-syn clearance and lower aggregation in *Drosophila melanogaster* \[[@B183-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Glycation inhibition via MGO scavengers constitute potential novel possibilities to lower α-syn oligomer formation.

Lastly, nitration of all four tyrosine residues of α-syn have been described \[[@B184-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B185-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B186-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. But this PTM has shown very diverse effects on the aggregation of the protein \[[@B186-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B187-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B188-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and therefore is not yet a viable therapeutic target in the treatment of PD.

In summary, targeting α-syn PTM in the development of treatments for PD can represent an interesting therapeutic approach. However, we have to bear in mind that the exact roles of these protein modifications in the pathogenesis of the disease are not yet fully unraveled. In addition, the enzymes that must be targeted to modify these PTM do not act specifically on α-syn, so they could be deleterious for the function of other proteins. Modifying these enzymes must thus be precise to only modify α-syn PTM.

5. Immunotherapy {#sec5-biomolecules-10-00391}
================

Immunotherapy relies on the boost of the immune system as a potential therapy. In the case of PD, it relies on the immune system being directed towards the elimination of α-syn aggregates. There exist different types of immunizations: passive, active and alternative.

5.1. Passive Immunization {#sec5dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
-------------------------

Passive immunization relies on the use of antibodies directed towards α-syn protein sequence to protect against neurodegeneration and reduce α-syn accumulation and propagation. This strategy presents many unknowns, including the fact that antibodies must be able to recognize α-syn despite its cytoplasmic localization and pass the BBB. Nonetheless, the propagation and abnormal localization of α-syn could make passive immunization relevant as a therapeutic strategy. Two main regions have been used to target α-syn: the C-terminal and the N-terminal regions of this protein.

The 9E4 antibody was one of the first antibodies tested in transgenic mice overexpressing human WT α-syn that showed beneficial effects \[[@B189-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. After six months of 9E4 injections, the antibody had indeed entered the CNS and localized in lysosomes. These mice showed an improvement in their motor and learning deficits, as well as a reduction of α-syn accumulation in synapses and axons of cortical and hippocampal neurons \[[@B189-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Following this positive study, this murine antibody was derived to create the first antibody used for human clinical trials under the name PRX002. Combined, two phase 1 clinical trials showed promising results in the safety and tolerance of PRX002 in healthy volunteers and PD patients, and its potential to eliminate free α-syn \[[@B190-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B191-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Currently, phase 2 trials for this antibody are underway (NCT03100149). Targeting the C-terminus of α-syn using antibodies was also tested using α-syn transgenic mice. Weekly administrations of the antibody named 274 revealed its beneficial effects on α-syn clearance. The interaction of 274 antibody with α-syn formed complexes which were then internalized by microglia via Fcγ receptors. Injection in vivo of 274 decreased cell-to-cell transfer of α-syn, reduced accumulation of α-syn, and increased α-syn uptake and clearance by microglial cells \[[@B192-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The third group of antibodies targeting the α-syn C-terminus, 1H7, 5C1 and 5D12, were tested in transgenic mice overexpressing WT human α-syn. 1H7 and 5C1 antibodies were able to reduce accumulation of cortical and striatal α-syn, neurodegeneration and behavioral alterations in these mice. The authors determined that these antibodies were able to block α-syn truncation by calpain I, inhibiting propagation and accumulation of α-syn, and thus its neurotoxicity \[[@B147-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Following these results, a combined model of transgenic mice overexpressing WT α-syn and lentiviral α-syn unilateral injection was used to assess the effect of immunization with the 1H7 antibody. Injections of 1H7 reduced α-syn-induced neurodegeneration, motor impairment, as well as axonal accumulation and transport to the contralateral hemisphere after the lentiviral injection \[[@B193-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, a fourth antibody targeting the C-terminus of α-syn has been proven to sequester extracellular α-syn and to decrease spreading in vitro and in vivo: MEDI1341. MEDI1341 was capable of blocking α-syn accumulation and its trans-axonal spreading in hippocampi of mice unilaterally injected with human α-syn \[[@B194-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. MEDI1341 is currently in a single-ascending dose phase 1 human clinical trial in healthy volunteers to determine its safety and tolerability (NCT03272165).

Concerning antibodies targeting the N-terminus, α-syn monoclonal antibodies were tested in PFF-injected mice to determine whether immunization could block PFF entry, cell-to-cell propagation and neurodegeneration. Syn303 was capable of recognizing and blocking misfolded α-syn in vitro, and was then tested in PFF-injected mice. Syn303 treatment reduced and delayed the spread of α-syn pathology, improved motor performances, and inhibited dopaminergic cell loss compared to non-treated PFF mice \[[@B195-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In another study targeting the human N-terminus of α-syn, intraperitoneal injection of the AB1 antibody in an AAV-WT α-syn rat PD model was able to protect dopaminergic cells, but was not completely able to protect against the motor deficits. In addition, AB1 reduced levels of α-syn and microglial activation in the SN \[[@B196-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, another human-derived antibody (BIIB054) targeting the N-terminus was capable of binding aggregated forms of α-syn. This study showed the ability of this antibody to bind to pathologic α-syn in different mice models (PFF-injected and AAV-A53T human α-syn mice) as well as in post-mortem PD human brains. In mice injected with PFFs, treatment using BIIB054 was able to reduce the loss of dopamine transporter DAT in the striatum, decrease α-syn spreading, and alleviate motor impairments \[[@B197-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This antibody has already been implicated in a phase 1 clinical trial to test its safety and tolerance in healthy and PD participants. Single-dose intravenous injections up to 130 mg/kg were tested and relatively well tolerated in healthy participants, with similar adverse effects for all doses up to 45 mg/kg. PD patients then received a single dose up to 45 mg/kg, which was well tolerated, and displayed pharmacokinetic profiles that were similar to healthy volunteers \[[@B198-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This encouraging phase 1 data supports the start of the phase 2 trial of BIIB054 (NCT03318523).

In addition to antibodies targeting the specific sequence of α-syn, certain antibodies are being developed to specifically target oligomeric or fibrillary pathogenic forms of α-syn \[[@B199-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B200-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B201-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B202-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The mAb47 antibody was shown to target specifically α-syn protofibrils in human A30P α-syn transgenic mice. Administrations of mAb47 proved to specifically reduce the amount of protofibrils, without affecting monomeric or fibrillary α-syn, and decreased the motor deficits present in this model \[[@B201-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Based on these results, the BioArctic company has developed an antibody targeting human α-syn derived from mAb47, BAN0805, which is currently being tested in phase 1 clinical trials (NCT04127695). Finally, five antibodies specific to oligomeric and fibrillary α-syn were developed and used to immunize mice weekly for over 3 months. Immunization with Syn-F1, Syn-O1 and Syn-O4 decreased accumulation of α-syn oligomers, reduced PK-resistant α-syn aggregates, prevented neurodegeneration in the hippocampus, and improved behavior of WT α-syn overexpressing mice. Additionally, only Syn-O4 was able to reduce the activation of microglia \[[@B202-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Taken together, the last decade has seen the rise of passive immunization as a potential lead in the treatment of PD. Multiple promising phase 1 and 2 clinical trials are currently underway and many preclinical studies could give rise to other trials as well.

5.2. Active Immunization {#sec5dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
------------------------

Active immunization or vaccination relies on the activation of the immune system to generate antibodies targeting a specific antigen. In the case of PD, the goal is to target α-syn to potentially reduce its aggregation and propagation in patients in the long-term.

In 2005, a first study aimed at using active immunization in WT α-syn transgenic mice by injecting mice with purified full-length recombinant α-syn expressed in *E. Coli*. After immunization, human α-syn antibodies generated in mice were able to decrease the accumulation of α-syn in neurons and neurodegeneration in synapses. Given the colocalization of α-syn with the lysosomal marker cathepsin D, the immunized mice could activate degradation pathways and thus eliminate α-syn more efficiently \[[@B203-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Following this study, another vaccination approach fused α-syn epitopes (α-syn~85--99~, α-syn~109--126~, α-syn~126--140~) with P30, a T-helper epitope from tetanus toxin, to avoid the activation of harmful T-helper responses after vaccination. These three α-syn epitopes fused with P30 were injected in WT mice, which induced a strong antibody response. The antibodies produced by this response were in turn able to recognize LB and LN in post-mortem brain samples \[[@B204-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Other studies have tried active immunizations using small peptides, or Affitopes. Affitopes are short peptides with a sequence mimicking the native epitope, which are capable of eliciting a B-cell response without activating T-cell responses. These peptides have already been tested in AD successfully and have reached clinical trials. AFF1 was used to target the C-terminus of α-syn in WT α-syn transgenic mice. Immunization with AFF1 promoted the clearance of aggregated α-syn without affecting murine monomers or total α-syn. In addition, AFF1 was able to ameliorate motor functions, reduce neurodegeneration, decrease inflammation of microglia and astroglia, and promote secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines \[[@B205-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Following these positive results of AFF1, Affitopes PD01 and PD03 were developed for human clinical trials. In 2012, the first phase 1 clinical trial for PD01 including early-stage PD patients and healthy volunteers demonstrated low toxicity for both subcutaneously injected doses that were tested. This was followed by a boost immunization in participants, which was also well tolerated and participants are currently being observed over time. First immunizations with PD01 induced an immune response against the peptide and against the targeted α-syn epitope, with generation of α-syn antibodies. The boost immunization then showed an increase in reactivity in the immune response \[[@B206-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B207-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B208-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Recently, combining cellular and humoral immunization using a glucan particle (GP) vaccine containing both an α-syn antigen and rapamycin has also been tested in WT α-syn transgenic mice. This GP vaccine induced a strong immune response with activation of T-regulatory cells in the CNS as well as a strong α-syn antibody production. This in turn reduced α-syn accumulation, neuron loss, and microglial activation, which could not be observed without the combined immunization \[[@B209-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

The pursuit of active immunization in the case of PD has been growing quickly in the last 15 years, in particular due to its large-scale implications if successful. Nonetheless, vaccination remains difficult due to the fact that the antibodies generated must find their way to the CNS in large enough quantities to have a substantial effect.

5.3. Alternative Immunizations {#sec5dot3-biomolecules-10-00391}
------------------------------

Other than passive and active immunizations, alternative immunizations have arisen where α-syn is not targeted directly by antibodies. Dendritic cell (DC)-based vaccination relies on the use of antigen-sensitized dendritic cells as vehicles for immunization. A53T α-syn transgenic mice were immunized with different α-syn peptide-sensitized DC vaccines over 17 months to assess their effect on α-syn antibody production and α-syn clearance. Results indicated that peptide-sensitized DC vaccines were able to induce a humoral response and generate α-syn antibodies. They were also able to decrease the levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and partially protect from locomotor defects \[[@B210-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Aptamers are short, single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules that have been used as an alternative to antibodies as they are not immunogenic or toxic and, given the fact that they are composed of nucleic acids, they are extremely stable in the organism. Recently, aptamers targeting α-syn have been developed to inhibit α-syn aggregation and rescue cellular functions associated with its accumulation \[[@B211-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. After successful tests in vitro, two aptamers were tested via RVG-exosome delivery in PFF-injected mice. After injections of the aptamer-containing exosomes, mice showed a decrease in dopaminergic cell loss and in α-syn accumulation in the midbrain. In addition, motor symptoms were reduced, but no changes were observed in microglial inflammation \[[@B212-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This was the first study that successfully delivered aptamers to the CNS and reduced the accumulation of α-syn.

Immune Toll-like Receptor-2 (TLR2) has previously been implicated in synucleinopathy in multiple capacities: astrogliosis, cell-to-cell transfer of α-syn, and autophagy-mediated clearance \[[@B213-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B214-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In this respect, TLR2 appears to be a potentially interesting target to decrease α-syn accumulation and propagation, via its roles in autophagic clearance and cell-to-cell transfer. To target TLR2, TLR2-depleting antibody (T2.5) was used in WT α-syn transgenic mice. After treatment, mice showed a decrease in α-syn aggregation, astrogliosis and microgliosis, and neuronal loss \[[@B215-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This suggests a potential alternative immunization by targeting α-syn accumulation and propagation indirectly.

Finally, intrabodies are small 14--30 kDa proteins that are derived from antibody fragments and are engineered to act intracellularly. Intracellular antibodies, unlike classic antibodies, are composed only of the Fv variable regions which determine the specificity of the antibody. Different intrabody structures exist: single-chain Fv intrabodies, with both the variable heavy and light chain, single domain intrabodies, or camelid nanobodies, with small heavy-chain-only fragments \[[@B216-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Multiple studies aiming to target α-syn via intrabodies have reported efficiency in vitro and with computational modeling \[[@B217-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B218-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, VH14 and NbSyn87 intrabodies, targeting the NAC region and C-terminus of α-syn respectively, have been shown to interfere with α-syn aggregation in vitro \[[@B219-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B220-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. VH14 and NbSyn87 combined with the PEST motif that targets the ubiquitin-proteasome system, have additionally been shown to block α-syn accumulation and attenuate proteasomal stress \[[@B221-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B222-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. VH14\*PEST proved to be more successful in targeting α-syn accumulation and showed very little neuroinflammation, demonstrating its potential for future potential therapies.

To conclude, immunotherapy targeting α-syn has been extensively studied using passive, active or alternative immunizations. Independently of the type of immunization, it appears that it could be feasible to reduce the amount of both intracellular and extracellular α-syn. Additionally, self-made antibodies could also inhibit the cell-to-cell propagation of α-syn. This could have extremely beneficial effects in avoiding spreading of α-syn, and thus neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation. In addition, complete immunization would require several injections over a long period of time, but the procedure is relatively non-invasive for patients. Nonetheless, it is important to note the disadvantages that accompany immunization. Little is also known on the effect of producing such large amounts of soluble α-syn on the native and pathologic forms of the protein, nor the localization of the protein. To successfully target α-syn, these immunizations rely on targeting a specific type of oligomer or aggregate, which would restrict the immunization and omit other forms of oligomers/fibrils. Also, LB contain different forms of α-syn, modified by PTM and truncated forms, which could also reduce the efficiency of these α-syn antibodies. Furthermore, we have yet to determine the immune reaction that could occur in the long-term against these α-syn antibodies and repeated injections. Certain strategies such as nanobodies and Affitopes attempt to avoid this immune activation, but the reaction to other strategies remains to be seen. Finally, despite extensive studies in animal models, a method to measure the penetrance and efficacy of α-syn-targeting treatments has yet to be discovered. Measuring the CSF and serum levels of α-syn have not yet been completely refined nor been proved to correlate with brain α-syn levels \[[@B223-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Without this measure in vivo, it seems difficult to determine the actual efficiency of the treatment.

6. Anti-Aggregative Small Molecules {#sec6-biomolecules-10-00391}
===================================

Several small molecules have been discovered or developed by drug screening or drug repositioning to treat PD in the goal to provide an anti-aggregative strategy. Several mechanisms of action have been reported: direct interaction with α-syn by small molecules or indirect modulation of chaperones to inhibit α-syn aggregation.

6.1. Molecules Directly Interacting with α-syn {#sec6dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
----------------------------------------------

Among the existing anti-aggregative small molecules, some have the ability to directly interact with α-syn and have been explored for their ability to slow accumulation of α-syn, making them potential therapeutic targets for PD.

Certain small molecules have been developed to specifically target Lysine residues of α-syn. Molecular tweezers inhibit key interactions in the self-assembly of amyloidogenic protein by binding to positively charged amino acid residues and disrupting both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions \[[@B224-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B225-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The molecular tweezer, termed CLR01, was demonstrated as an inhibitor of aggregation of α-syn into fibrils in cell culture and zebra fish embryo. It could also disaggregate de novo fibrils by binding specifically with the lysine residue of α-syn via the hydrophobic and electrostatic forces \[[@B226-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. CLR01 was shown to bind multiple lysine residues and potentially modified the kinetically controlled aggregation process \[[@B227-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, continuous intracerebroventricular administration of CLR01 in WT α-syn transgenic mice improved motor dysfunction and caused a significant decrease of soluble α-syn in the striatum \[[@B228-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In 2005, DA and its analogs were also showed to inhibit α-syn fibrillization. More specifically, DA oxidation products, termed quinones, interact with lysine residues of α-syn, leading to the inhibition of α-syn fibrilization \[[@B229-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moreover, in vitro fibrilization assays were performed and revealed that five selected dopamine analogs affected the aggregation process \[[@B230-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, developing an assay to screen compounds with α-syn modulating properties, dopamine agonists D-519 and D-520 were discovered and showed to modulate aggregation and toxicity of α-syn. They notably showed its neuroprotective effect against the toxicity caused by α-syn in a *Drosophila melanogaster* model of synucleinopathy \[[@B231-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Analyzing α-syn species by biochemical approaches, another small molecule, an *ortho*-iminoquinone (IQ) was shown to reduce amyloid aggregation by reacting with lysine residues. IQ also reacted with free amines within the amyloid fibrils preventing their dissociation and seeding capacity \[[@B232-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Another group of small molecules preferentially bind to the C-terminal region of α-syn. Among them, the protein endosulfine-alpha (ENSA), a member of the cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein family, has been reported to interact specifically with membrane-bound α-syn \[[@B233-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B234-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The interaction between ENSA and α-syn led to an inhibition of membrane-induced α-syn aggregation and ENSA overexpression decreased α-syn neurotoxicity in neuronal cultures \[[@B235-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In the same line of evidence, the isoquinoline derivative Fasudil is the first small molecule Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor developed for clinical use in humans. Using cell culture and cell free assay, the anti-aggregative potential of Fasudil was revealed, through its effects mediated by ROCK-inhibition, binding to tyrosine residues Y133 and Y136 in the C-terminal region of α-syn. Furthermore, long term treatment improved motor and cognitive functions and significantly reduced the α-syn pathology in the midbrain in the A53T α-syn transgenic mouse model \[[@B236-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, despite its lack of metabolic stability and low oral bioavailability, previous studies demonstrated promising beneficial effects of NPT100-18A, an α-syn misfolding inhibitor, in vitro and in α-syn overexpressing transgenic mice \[[@B237-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. NPT200-11, an optimized compound, with pharmacokinetic properties suitable for clinical evaluations, maintained robust beneficial actions in α-syn-based animal models. NPT200-11 was shown to interact with a domain in the C-terminal region of α-syn, thus reducing α-syn pathology, neurodegeneration and CNS inflammation and improving behavior impairment in transgenic mice that overexpressed WT α-syn or α-syn linked to GFP \[[@B238-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A phase 1 clinical trial for this molecule testing its safety and tolerability has already been completed, and another phase 1 clinical trial to test its safety in PD patients is planned (NCT02606682).

Finally, based on a systematic high-throughput screening campaign combined with medicinal chemistry optimization, the oligomer modulator anle138b \[3-(1,3-benzodioxol-5-yl)-5-(3bromophenyl)-1H-pyrazole\] was developed. In vitro and in two different PD mice models, anle138b blocked the formation of pathological aggregates of α-syn targeting specifically oligomeric forms. In both rotenone-exposed and A30P α-syn transgenic mice, it strongly inhibited oligomer accumulation, neuronal degeneration \[[@B239-biomolecules-10-00391]\], and disease progression even if the treatment started after disease onset \[[@B240-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, anle138b rescued the dopamine deficit and reduced the density of α-syn aggregates associated with an increase in dispersed monomeric and small assemblies in transgenic mice brains \[[@B241-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This promising molecule for PD therapy, with high bioavailability and low toxicity, is currently in phase 1 of a clinical trial started at the end of 2019 (NCT04208152).

6.2. Heat Shock Protein Modulators {#sec6dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
----------------------------------

Heat shock proteins (Hsp) are molecular chaperones that assist in proper conformational binding of proteins, including α-syn \[[@B242-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It was shown that α-syn co-immunoprecipitated with Hsp90 and Hsp70 \[[@B243-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and that Hsp modulators were protective against α-syn-induced toxicity, and could prevent its aggregation. In protein quality control processes, Hsp90 and Hsp70 had opposing effects on target protein stability. Hsp90 stabilized the proteins and inhibited their ubiquitination, whereas Hsp70, along with its co-chaperone Hsp40, was required for the degradation of many proteins promoting ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation dependent of CHIP, a component of LB in the human brain \[[@B168-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Modulating proteostasis by inhibiting Hsp90 function or by promoting Hsp70 function enhanced the degradation of the critical aggregating proteins and could be used for the treatment of PD against α-syn toxicity \[[@B244-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

The first compound that was investigated in PD models was Geldanamycin, a naturally occurring antibiotic of the Ansamycin family. Geldanamycin effectively prevented α-syn aggregation by increasing its clearance, leading to a reduced toxicity in yeast model of PD, expressing WT or A53T α-syn \[[@B245-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A *Drosophila melanogaster* model of α-syn toxicity confirmed the decrease of α-syn oligomerization associated with neuroprotective effects of Geldanamycin \[[@B246-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B247-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B248-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This protective effect was also showed in the MPTP mouse model of PD \[[@B249-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Mechanistically, Geldanamycin protected cells against extracellular α-syn-induced neurotoxicity by preventing re-secretion of α-syn \[[@B250-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly to Geldanamycin, 17-AAG (Tanespimycin) attenuated α-syn toxicity, prevented oligomerization and facilitated α-syn clearance in cultured cells \[[@B251-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B252-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Despite encouraging results, the use of Geldanamycin or 17-AAG has been limited because of their poor solubility and BBB permeability. On the contrary, synthetic small-molecule inhibitors of Hsp90 such as SNX-2112 and its derivatives displayed good pharmacokinetic characteristics. Using the bioluminescent complementation assay, a decrease in both high-molecular weight and monomeric α-syn was showed, as well as a reduction of α-syn oligomerization in cell culture models treated with SNX compounds. Even if most derivatives inhibited α-syn oligomerization, the four compounds SNX-3113, SNX-3723, SNX-8891 and SNX-0723 were found most potent in this study \[[@B251-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The site of interaction between Hsp90 and α-syn affected regions that are responsible for vesicle binding and amyloid fibril assembly. Those processes are perturbed in an ATP-dependent manner. Indeed, in the absence of ATP, Hsp90 inhibited α-syn fibril formation and promoted α-syn oligomer accumulation whereas, in the presence of ATP and Hsp90, fibril formation was favored \[[@B253-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Overexpression of Hsp70 or Hsp40 reduced or prevented the formation of high molecular weight forms of α-syn in cellular PD models \[[@B254-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B255-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B256-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. By inducing Hsp70, Geldanamycin effectively prevented α-syn aggregation in cell culture model of PD \[[@B257-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The chemical induction of Hsp70 by Carbenoxolone (CBX), a glycyrrhizic acid derivative, decreased α-syn aggregation and prevented α-syn-induced cytotoxicity in cell cultures \[[@B258-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly, overexpression of CHIP inhibited α-syn inclusion formation and reduced α-syn protein levels, \[[@B168-biomolecules-10-00391]\] increasing ubiquitination of α-syn both in vitro and in solution \[[@B259-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Hsp70 was also shown to inhibit α-syn toxicity in a *Drosophila melanogaster* and transgenic mouse model of PD \[[@B247-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B254-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moreover, AAV-Hsp70 overexpression into dopaminergic neurons significantly protected the nigrostriatal pathway in MPTP mouse model \[[@B260-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Several studies suggested that Hsp70 interacted with prefibrillar α-syn species and interactions between the Hsp70 substrate binding domain and the α-syn core hydrophobic region was sufficient for assembly inhibition \[[@B261-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B262-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B263-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Cooperating with Hsp70 and Hsp40, Hsp104 reduced the formation of phosphorylated inclusions and prevented α-syn-induced neurodegeneration in a rat PD model \[[@B264-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, the efficacy of Hsp110 in preventing or reducing α-syn aggregation was demonstrated in cell cultures and in double-transgenic α-syn/Hsp110 mice \[[@B265-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Development of activators promoting Hsp104 or Hsp110 functions could be interesting for the treatment of PD.

Several small molecules, by direct interaction with α-syn or indirect chaperone modulation, are able to reduce α-syn aggregation and neurodegeneration in vitro and in vivo using different animal PD models. As described, binding to lysine residues or C-terminal domain of α-syn, some small molecules can prevent and/or inhibit de novo fibrils. For some molecules, this beneficial effect is associated with neuroprotection and motor improvement in preclinical studies. Even if no clinical proof exists yet, these promising results encourage the development of small molecules for PD therapy. Hsp modulators could also be good candidates for future treatments of PD.

7. Increasing Clearance of α-syn {#sec7-biomolecules-10-00391}
================================

Two cellular pathways are involved in α-syn clearance trying to maintain its physiological protein levels: the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) \[[@B266-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and the autophagy-lysosomal pathway (ALP) \[[@B267-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B268-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B269-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. UPS is involved in short-lived, damaged and misfolded protein degradation through a step of ubiquitination followed by a proteolysis, involving the action of multiple proteases. ALP is a complex process in charge of long-lived and aggregated protein degradation, as well as clearance of damaged organelles through multiple pathways including the non-selective macroautophagy (MA) and the selective chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA). MA degrades cellular waste through the fusion of the autophagosomes carrying the material into the lysosomes containing the enzymatic material, whereas CMA degrades the proteins after the specific recognition of a pentapeptide KFERQ-like motif by the cytosolic chaperone heat-shock cognate 70kDa (Hsc70) and delivery of the targeted protein to the lysosomes through the Lysosomal-Associated Membrane Protein 2A (LAMP-2A). Alterations in both ALP pathways involved in α-syn clearance have been implicated in PD pathology by both genetic and post-mortem studies \[[@B40-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Therapeutic strategies aiming to increase the α-syn degradation through activation of these clearance pathways have thus been deeply explored in order to reestablish physiological levels of the protein and prevent from its accumulation and propagation in a PD context.

7.1. Activation of the UPS {#sec7dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------------

The discovery of ubiquitin as a component of LB \[[@B266-biomolecules-10-00391]\] as well as decreased proteasome activity measured in the SN of PD patients \[[@B270-biomolecules-10-00391]\] already highlighted a detrimental alteration of the UPS contributing to PD neuropathology. In vitro, UPS inhibition was shown to increase the amount of ubiquitin-positive α-syn aggregates, confirming the significance of the proteasome system deficiency in α-syn accumulation \[[@B271-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B272-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It has also been shown that α-syn aggregates inhibited the catalytic 26S proteasome subunit through its direct interaction with the regulatory 19S proteasome subunit \[[@B273-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B274-biomolecules-10-00391]\], pushing the cell into a vicious circle of detrimental factors leading to α-syn accumulation.

Various strategies have been investigated in order to increase UPS activity, but only few studies demonstrated the benefits directly achieved by an enhancement of the UPS-mediated α-syn degradation. A first study proposed to deliver additional free ubiquitin molecules to the cell in order to facilitate the labeling of the targeted protein and thus the overall proteasomal activity in a fly model of PD \[[@B275-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They showed that co-transfection of WT or K48-ubiquitin into neuronal cells of flies provided neuroprotection against α-syn-induced toxicity. In 2014, a plant extract from the *Rhodiola rosea L.*, called Salidroside, was shown to protect MPP^+^-treated PC12 cells and MPTP-treated mice by reducing expression of proteins involved in the UPS pathway regulation \[[@B276-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The group demonstrated that administration of Salidroside induced dopaminergic neuroprotection, associated with decreased levels of α-syn protein in MPTP-treated mice \[[@B276-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They confirmed the relevance of using Salidroside in a second study. They showed in vitro that transfection with WT or A30P α-syn vectors, after Salidroside treatment for 24h, increased clearance of α-syn by 30%, associated with a 60%--70% increase of the 20S proteasome activity \[[@B277-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Then, they administrated the molecule to 6-OHDA-treated SHSY5Y cells and showed increased cell viability and decreased levels of phosphorylated α-syn through UPS-dependent activation \[[@B277-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly, a suitable screening assay found the PD163916 compound, which activated proteasomal activity through the inhibition of the p38aMAPK pathway \[[@B278-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They showed that PD163916 treatment in primary mouse neurons increased the proteasome activity and decreased α-syn levels, suggesting an increased clearance of α-syn through the UPS activation \[[@B278-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, the T-006 compound properties, a derivative of tetramethylpyrazine, were explored for its potential therapeutic activities to enhance proteasomal α-syn clearance \[[@B279-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In an inducible PC12/A53T α-syn cell model, they demonstrated a dose-dependent decrease of soluble and insoluble α-syn levels upon T-006 treatment. T-006 was showed to activate the chymotrypsin-like UPS through LMP7 protein expression upregulation by activation of the PKA/Akt/mTOR/P70S6K pathway \[[@B279-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They confirmed the significance of the use of T-006 in vivo providing evidence that T-006 prevented from neurodegeneration and motor deficits and induced decreased α-syn levels in A53T α-syn transgenic mice \[[@B279-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, as previously mentioned, neuroscientists used two nanobodies fused with a proteasome-targeting proline, aspartate or glutamate, serine, and threonine (PEST) motif targeting either the NAC domain or the C-terminal of the α-syn protein. They first demonstrated that treatment of WT-α-syn-overexpressed ST14A cells upon PEST-nanobodies treatment enhanced turnover of the α-syn protein through, at least in part, proteasomal activation \[[@B221-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They later showed that these two PEST-nanobodies reduced the levels of phosphorylated and aggregated α-syn in rats overexpressing the WT-α-syn in the SN \[[@B222-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. PEST mediated clearance of α-syn also led to dopaminergic neuroprotection when the NAC-targeting nanobody was used in those animals \[[@B222-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Enhancing UPS seems efficient to prevent α-syn accumulation in PD neuropathology. Strategies aiming at targeting the UPS are still at their early stages and still need to be developed further. Nevertheless, it is important to note that distinct roles of UPS and ALP have been described in vivo. While UPS degrades α-syn in physiological conditions, ALP process could be in charge of degrading elevated intracellular α-syn levels in more advanced pathological conditions \[[@B280-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Enhancing α-syn degradation through ALP activation, by both CMA and MA, seemed thus compulsory in a PD context.

7.2. Activation of the CMA {#sec7dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------------

α-syn is a substrate of the CMA as its protein sequence contains a KFERQ-like motif (VKKDQ) \[[@B281-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It has been demonstrated that CMA contributes to α-syn degradation in different cell types in vitro \[[@B268-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B269-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Through the same line of evidence, mutation in the CMA-recognition motif of α-syn sequence \[[@B268-biomolecules-10-00391]\] or knocking-down the rate-limited LAMP-2A CMA receptor \[[@B282-biomolecules-10-00391]\] led to accumulation of α-syn in vitro. CMA process has been suggested to be altered in PD brains as LAMP-2A and Hsc70 CMA protein levels are significantly reduced in the SN and the amygdala of PD patients \[[@B283-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Interestingly, this decrease was shown to be associated with α-syn accumulation at early stages of PD \[[@B284-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Reciprocally, CMA is also a target of α-syn toxicity as it has been demonstrated that A30P and A53T mutated α-syn \[[@B268-biomolecules-10-00391]\], as well as dopamine-modified forms of α-syn \[[@B285-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B286-biomolecules-10-00391]\], inhibited the CMA activity through their high affinity to the LAMP-2A receptor, associated with poor internalization and degradation into the lysosomal compartment. Some studies also pointed out a detrimental role of WT α-syn overexpression on CMA activity \[[@B286-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B287-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Therapeutic strategies aiming to increase α-syn clearance through CMA activation have thus been investigated to normalize the protein level and to prevent from its neuronal accumulation. In order to boost α-syn clearance through CMA, the rate-limited LAMP-2A receptor was overexpressed in the nigral dopaminergic neurons of WT-α-syn-overexpressed rats. This was a non-toxic, efficient strategy to enhance CMA-mediated pathological and aggregated α-syn clearance, associated with dopaminergic neuroprotective effects \[[@B288-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another strategy to modulate LAMP-2A levels is based on the use of retinoic acid derivatives. In 2013, targeting the retinoic acid receptor by chemical retinoic derivatives led to a specific CMA activation through LAMP-2A transcriptional upregulation and could be relevant therapeutic molecules to enhance CMA-mediated α-syn clearance \[[@B289-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, miR-based therapies were also considered to enhance CMA activity. Interestingly, post-mortem studies revealed that increased LAMP-2A and Hsc70-targeted miR levels were associated with decreased LAMP-2A and Hsc70 protein levels, which correlated with the severity of LB pathology in the SN and the amygdala of PD patients \[[@B290-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A more recent study notably demonstrated that miR-21 upregulation led to decreased LAMP-2A transcription and protein levels and contributed to increased levels of α-syn protein in MPP^+^-treated SHSY5Y cells and MPTP-treated mice \[[@B291-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This miR-21 expression was shown to be upregulated in the SN of PD patients \[[@B292-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Geniposide, an iridroid glucoside extracted from the fruit of *Gardenia jasminoides*, completely reversed the miR-21-induced effects, and decreased the α-syn levels through LAMP-2A upregulation in MPTP mice model \[[@B291-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

7.3. Activation of MA and Lysosomal Function {#sec7dot3-biomolecules-10-00391}
--------------------------------------------

Multiple evidence also suggested that the MA process is involved in the degradation of WT, mutated and aggregated forms of α-syn in different cellular models \[[@B267-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B268-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B269-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. MA was shown to be recruited when the UPS activity was altered and intracellular levels of α-syn were elevated in α-syn-transgenic mice brains \[[@B280-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In PD conditions, alteration of MA has been observed with accumulation of the Microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B-light chain 3 (LC3) which colocalized with LB in the nigral dopaminergic neurons of PD patients \[[@B283-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B293-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This observation suggested a defective clearance of the autophagosomes by lysosomes. In the same line of evidence, decreased levels of lysosomal proteins such as the Lysosomal-Associated Protein 1 (LAMP1) and the ATPase Cation Transporting 13A2 (ATP13A2) have been observed in PD brains \[[@B294-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B295-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B296-biomolecules-10-00391]\], confirming a deficit in lysosomal activity. Moreover, decreased enzymatic activity of the lysosomal protein β-glucocerebrosidase (GCase), a well-known genetic risk factor for PD, has been measured in the SN \[[@B297-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B298-biomolecules-10-00391]\] of sporadic PD patients, and correlated with the accumulation of α-syn \[[@B299-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The role of MA deficits in α-syn accumulation have been directly demonstrated in rodents, notably with the conditional knock-out of the autophagic related gene 7 in dopaminergic neurons of mice which led to the accumulation of α-syn \[[@B300-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Inversely, α-syn has been shown to directly alter the MA function either by inhibiting autophagosome formation through the Rab1 pathway \[[@B286-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B301-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B302-biomolecules-10-00391]\], by inhibiting HMGB1 and Beclin1 complex formation, which is essential for the autophagic activation \[[@B302-biomolecules-10-00391]\], or by inducing lysosomal permeabilization \[[@B38-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B303-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Thus, multiple therapeutic strategies aimed to increase the MA activity in order to enhance α-syn clearance and to reverse the α-syn toxicity on the MA machinery. Although multiple molecules have been investigated as activators of the MA process, we will only present here the strategies which directly linked MA activation to α-syn clearance as therapeutic approaches.

As the upstream autophagic actor mTOR (mechanistic Target Of Rapamycin) negatively regulates MA, multiple approaches first aimed to activate MA through mTOR-dependent strategies. Rapamycin, an FDA-approved antibiotic, is an allosteric inhibitor of mTOR and was deeply studied as a MA enhancer in the context of PD. Rapamycin has been shown to increase α-syn clearance of WT and mutated forms in cellular models \[[@B267-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and in α-syn transgenic mice \[[@B304-biomolecules-10-00391]\] through activation of the MA. Rapamycin treatment also prevented neurodegeneration and motor deficits in human A53T α-syn transgenic mice through MA reestablishment, although they failed to prove any effect on human α-syn levels in their model \[[@B305-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. However, another team succeeded in demonstrating beneficial effects in WT α-syn overexpressed rat model with decreased behavioral impairment and dopaminergic cell loss associated with reduced α-syn levels induced by an FDA-approved derivate of rapamycin, CCI-779 (temsirolimus) \[[@B306-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Nonetheless, the use of Rapamycin as a drug candidate for PD was limited due to its lack of specificity, its action on immunosuppression, and its poor solubility and stability in aqueous solutions \[[@B307-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. mTOR-dependent MA induction can also be achieved through AMPK protein activation, an upstream effector of the mTOR pathway, that directly inhibits the mTOR protein. In this context, Resveratrol, a natural phytoestrogen found in grapes and red wine, was shown to directly increase MA activity through AMPK activation. Resveratrol treatment in MPTP-injected mice enhanced α-syn degradation through MA activation that finally attenuated neurodegeneration and motor deficits \[[@B308-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B309-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It was suggested that Resveratrol activated MA through the induction of the LC3 deacetylation by NAD^+^-dependent deacetylase SIRT1 activation in an AMPK-dependent manner \[[@B310-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. mTOR signaling also regulates the action of the downstream transcription factor EB (TFEB) which emerged as the master gene regulator of autophagy machinery \[[@B311-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B312-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. TFEB regulates the expression of autophagic genes through the Coordinated Lysosomal Expression and Regulation (CLEAR) signaling network, enhancing both lysosomal biogenesis and autophagy \[[@B313-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B314-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B315-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. TFEB overexpression prevented motor deficits and induced dopaminergic neuroprotection associated with enhancement of α-syn clearance through MA activation in human WT and A53T α-syn overexpressing rats \[[@B306-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B316-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly, TFEB overexpression in MPTP-intoxicated mice induced autophagosomal formation and lysosomal activity in addition to neurotrophic effects \[[@B317-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Chemical activation of TFEB using FDA-approved 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβCD) molecule also induced MA-dependent α-syn clearance in vitro and has been suggested to be a viable therapeutic strategy in a PD context \[[@B318-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B319-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More interestingly, pomegranate extract was shown to activate TFEB in vitro, increasing the nuclear localization of the transcription factor, and thus activated the MA process as well as mitophagy process \[[@B320-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

mTOR-independent pathways have been also extensively explored to activate MA and induce α-syn clearance in the context of PD. Among the mTOR-independent autophagy enhancers, trehalose, a disaccharide found in invertebrates, was used to activate MA processes and showed efficiency to enhance clearance of WT and mutated forms of α-syn in cellular models \[[@B321-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B322-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B323-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Trehalose showed in vivo beneficial effects on the clearance of α-syn aggregates through MA activation associated with neuroprotective effects and prevention of motor deficits in AAV-human-A53T α-syn rats \[[@B237-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly, a short intake of trehalose for one week was sufficient to induce autophagy in mice brains and to decrease insoluble α-syn levels in a transgenic mouse model overexpressing human A53T α-syn \[[@B324-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They showed that MA-activation seemed to occur through the phosphorylation of the autophagic Beclin-1 modulator at serine 15 \[[@B324-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The mechanisms behind trehalose-mediated MA activation were further investigated and demonstrated that trehalose activated MA through the inhibition of the glucose transporter SLC2A, finally leading to the activation of the AMPK protein \[[@B325-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. More recently, a pharmacokinetic study showed that a daily oral administration of trehalose was more efficient than administration of the same dose by drinking water in A53T α-syn rat model of PD, and prevented from α-syn-mediated neurodegeneration and motor deficits \[[@B326-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. They also showed that trehalose oral administration was efficient to prevent from α-syn-induced striatal dopaminergic deficits in a macaque model overexpressing human A53T α-syn, although they failed to show beneficial effects on α-syn levels \[[@B326-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Altogether, trehalose has been identified as an interesting drug to target α-syn, but the correct dose and administration remains to be identified. Nilotinib, an FDA-approved second-generation cAbl inhibitor, was also investigated as a potential MA enhancer through a mTOR-independent pathway. Nilotinib administration in a transgenic A53T α-syn mouse induced clearance of accumulated α-syn leading to dopaminergic neuroprotection and decreased motor deficits in this model \[[@B327-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The involvement of the Nilotinib-induced MA activation in α-syn clearance was confirmed by demonstrating that in vitro inhibition of cAbl protein by Nilotinib prevented α-syn phosphorylation at the Y39 residue \[[@B328-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Clinical studies investigating the therapeutic interest of Nilotinib have been recently conducted on PD patients. The first clinical study demonstrated that administration of Nilotinib at 150 mg and 300 mg doses appeared to be safe and well-tolerated by twelve advanced PD patients with the limited observation of a reduction in blood and CSF α-syn levels \[[@B329-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A more recent large-scale clinical study enrolling seventy-five participants confirmed these results with an optimal daily dose of Nilotinib at 200 mg for one year that has been shown to be efficient for the reestablishment of dopaminergic metabolism associated with decreased levels of oligomeric α-syn in the CSF \[[@B330-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another mTOR-independent enhancer has been developed aiming to directly target the autophagic activator Beclin-1 protein through genetic or pharmacological approaches. Following Beclin-1 lentiviral injection in the temporal cortex and hippocampus of α-syn transgenic mice, a decrease in α-syn levels was observed through autophagy activation \[[@B331-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This activation was mediated through an enhancement of HMGB1-Beclin1 complex formation, an essential step to induce MA, which in turn increased α-syn clearance \[[@B332-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moreover, Isorhynchophylline, an alkaloid derived from a Chinese herbal plant, was efficient to induce α-syn clearance through a Beclin-1-mediated MA activation in different cellular models, thus opening the way for alkaloid screening as Beclin-1 dependent autophagic inducers \[[@B333-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Interestingly, chronic caffeine treatment has also been studied as a mTOR-independent autophagy enhancer. Given that human coffee consumption has been associated with a reduced risk of developing PD \[[@B334-biomolecules-10-00391]\], caffeine could be inducing MA through activation of the adenosine receptor \[[@B335-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Chronic caffeine drinking during four months in human A53T α-syn fibrils-injected mice reversed α-syn-induced MA defects and decreased levels of phosphorylated α-syn in the injected site \[[@B335-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Finally, an increase in activity of the lysosomal enzymes responsible for α-syn degradation could be an appealing approach to induce MA-associated clearance of α-syn. *GBA1* encodes the lysosomal enzyme GCase. Related to PD, *GBA1* mutations are the most common genetic risk factor for developing PD and GCase activity has been demonstrated to be defective in fibroblasts derived from PD patients harboring the *GBA1* mutations \[[@B336-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B337-biomolecules-10-00391]\] or in a mouse model of Gaucher's disease that presented α-syn accumulation \[[@B338-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Interestingly, decreased GCase activity has been observed in the SN of sporadic PD patients \[[@B339-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and has been shown to correlate with increased α-syn levels at the early stage of the disease \[[@B340-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moreover, reduced GCase activity was shown to influence α-syn aggregation through stabilization of soluble and toxic oligomeric intermediates \[[@B341-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B342-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This phenomenon seemed to be dependent on neuron type, on the level of extent pathology and on the stages of the pathology \[[@B343-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In return, pathological α-syn was shown to decrease lysosomal hydrolase activity, including GBA1, possibly due to a disruption of proper enzyme targeting from endoplasmic reticulum to lysosomal compartment \[[@B341-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B344-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. All these data pointed out GBA1 enzyme as a high-relevant therapeutic target to increase α-syn clearance and decrease α-syn pathological aggregation \[[@B345-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Ambroxol hydrochloride, a safe FDA-approved molecule, was proven to enhance GCase activity and to increase α-syn clearance \[[@B336-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B337-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. WT and α-syn transgenic mice treated with Ambroxol presented increased brain activity of GCase, associated with decreased levels of total and phosphorylated α-syn protein in different brain regions of the transgenic model \[[@B346-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Based on the results obtained after Ambroxol treatment on Gaucher's disease patients \[[@B347-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and on PD rodent models, a pilot study in humans has been launched recently in order to determine the effective dose and to prove the efficacy of such a strategy on seventy-five PD patients \[[@B348-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In parallel, another recent clinical trial enrolling seventeen PD patients and showed that Ambroxol crossed the BBB and increased the GCase activity in patients both with and without *GBA1* mutation \[[@B349-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The iminosugar isofagomine (IGF) was shown to increase GCase activity in vitro \[[@B350-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and in mice \[[@B351-biomolecules-10-00391]\] in a tissue-specific manner \[[@B352-biomolecules-10-00391]\], making this molecule interesting for approaches targeting lysosomal activity of GCase. Histone deacetylase inhibitors such as IGF have been implicated in GCase activation through hyperacetylation of the chaperone Hsp90 that enabled the appropriate folding of the GCase protein and the elimination of the mutated forms of the protein \[[@B353-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A study succeeded in confirming that oral administration of IGF in WT α-syn overexpressed transgenic mice increased α-syn clearance through lysosomal activation and improved motor performances, supporting the interest of using pharmacological chaperones in a PD context \[[@B354-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Using high-throughput screening, two GBA1 chaperone compounds, NCGC607 and NCGC758, have been tested in iPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons from PD patients and induced improved GCase activity as well as decreased levels of α-syn and GCase substrates \[[@B355-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B356-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In the same line of evidence, using a Gaucher's disease mice model, administration of another GCase modulator S-181 that stabilizes wild-type GCase protein was sufficient to decrease lipid substrates and α-syn in mice brains \[[@B357-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Targeting another lysosomal hydrolase, direct overexpression of Cathepsin D gene into mammalian cells and human α-syn-transgenic *C. elegans* induced neuroprotective effects against α-syn aggregation and toxicity \[[@B358-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Finally, combined approaches have been developed to enhance MA through both mTOR-dependent and mTOR-independent pathway in order to improve α-syn clearance. A synergistic effect using Rapamycin and Trehalose treatment on dopaminergic neuroprotection was shown in the MPTP mouse model of PD through active enhancement of MA process \[[@B359-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

In conclusion, enhancing the degradation of α-syn species mediated by the UPS, CMA, MA or lysosomal enzymes using multiple approaches and targets are appealing therapeutic strategies in a PD context. Given that proteasomal and autophagic activity are decreased in an age-dependent manner and in pathological conditions, collective efforts should be pursued to find efficient drug candidates to enhance these pathways independently or synergistically. Likewise, future investigations must be focused on combined therapies in order to increase the promising of such therapies in a PD context.

8. Anti-Oxidative Strategies {#sec8-biomolecules-10-00391}
============================

Natural and endogenous antioxidants have been evaluated in vitro and in vivo as therapeutic agents for preventing and delaying the development of PD. Indeed, they have shown indirect protective effects against oxidative-induced neuronal death, and/or direct interaction with different forms of α-syn decreasing its toxic aggregation.

8.1. Polyphenols {#sec8dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
----------------

Polyphenols, a group of chemical substances present in plants, fruits, vegetables or tea, have been studied for their antioxidant property associated to the capacity to prevent and to reduce the protein aggregation. Within anti-oxidant polyphenols, there are two families that have been shown to impact α-syn aggregation: phenolic acid derivatives and flavonoids.

Amongst phenolic acid derivatives, curcumin, chemically known as diferuloylmethane, was shown to have beneficial effects in neurodegenerative diseases, including PD, through its anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory and anti-protein aggregation properties \[[@B360-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It was found that curcumin could inhibit α-syn fibril formation and destabilize preformed fibrils \[[@B361-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B362-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The anti-aggregative effect of curcumin occurred through interaction of the molecule to the hydrophobic NAC domain of α-syn via both hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding \[[@B363-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B364-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Curcumin interacted with both α-syn monomers and oligomers via its phenolic groups \[[@B365-biomolecules-10-00391]\], but was found to preferentially bind oligomeric intermediates \[[@B360-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Conformational changes of α-syn affected the extent of binding of curcumin to α-syn and its potential in inhibiting oligomers or fibrils \[[@B360-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B364-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B366-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition, curcumin significantly decreased the cytotoxicity of preformed α-syn oligomeric species in SH-SY5Y cell line \[[@B367-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and in PC12 cells \[[@B368-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moderate doses of curcumin increased the level of phosphorylated forms of α-syn at cortical presynaptic terminals and improved motor behavior performance in mice overexpressing human GFP-tagged WT α-syn \[[@B369-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Its anti-aggregative effect on α-syn was also shown in dopaminergic neurons of a rat model of lipopolysaccharide-induced PD \[[@B370-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Whereas some studies suggested the interest of curcumin to treat PD, its potential efficacy is limited owing to its poor stability and bioavailability. For this reason, many nanoformulations or stable curcumin analogs were evaluated against α-syn aggregation, fibrillation, and toxicity. Curcumin pyrazole derivatives reduced the toxicity of both WT and mutant A53T α-syn by preventing fibrillation and disrupting preformed fibrils \[[@B371-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In the same way, the biphenyl analogs of dehydrozingerone and O-methyl-dehydrozingerone reduced α-syn aggregation \[[@B372-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Additionally, a curcumin-glucoside derivative prevented oligomers and inhibited fibril formation in a dose-dependent manner \[[@B373-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Amine-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles of curcumin showed interaction with α-syn species and prevented fibrillation \[[@B374-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A nanoformulation containing curcumin and piperine with glyceryl monooleate nanoparticles has been shown to prevent α-syn oligomerization and fibrillation \[[@B375-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another nanoformulation prepared with lactoferrin by sol-oil chemistry reduced α-syn expression in dopaminergic SK-N-SH cells treated with rotenone \[[@B376-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Combining curcumin with β-cyclodextrin showed a synergistic inhibition of α-syn aggregation and degraded the preformed aggregates into monomers at very low concentrations \[[@B365-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B377-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, an analog, the liposomal nanohybrid of curcumin with polysorbate 80-modified cerasome ameliorated motor deficits and improved dopamine expression by promoting α-syn clearance in the MPTP mouse model \[[@B378-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Gallic acid (GA), another type of phenolic acid chemically known as 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid, is found in its free form or as part of the hydrolysable tannins in many plants \[[@B379-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. GA and its structurally similar benzoic acid derivatives also showed anti-aggregating effects \[[@B380-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In PD models, GA was shown to inhibit α-syn fibrillation and toxicity and to disaggregate fibrils of α-syn \[[@B380-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B381-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. GA also bound to soluble and non-toxic oligomers and stabilized their structure. It has been shown that the number of hydroxyl groups and their presence on the phenyl ring in these structural derivatives of GA were responsible for binding and inhibiting α-syn fibrillation \[[@B381-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, tyrosol, a simple phenol present in Extra Virgin Olive Oil, was also shown to be effective by reducing α-syn inclusions in a *C. elegans* model of PD. Moreover, in this in vivo model, Tyrosol had a protective effect on dopaminergic neurons, reduced ROS level and promoted the expression of specific chaperones and antioxidant enzymes \[[@B382-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Within polyphenols, flavonoid compounds have also been shown to impact α-syn aggregation. The flavonoid Baicalein, isolated from the roots of *Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi*, a Chinese herbal medicine \[[@B383-biomolecules-10-00391]\] is a well-known potent antioxidant. Several studies demonstrated the efficiency of Baicalein to prevent α-syn oligomerization and fibrillation \[[@B384-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B385-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Baicalein had a strong effect in inhibiting α-syn oligomer formation and in disaggregating pre-formed oligomers at low concentrations \[[@B386-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B387-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Baicalein inhibited the formation of high molecular weight α-syn oligomers and protected against neurotoxicity in Hela and SH-SY5Y cell lines \[[@B388-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. By tightly binding to α-syn, Baicalein stabilized its natively unfolded conformation \[[@B384-biomolecules-10-00391]\] whereas another study specified that Baicalein-stabilized oligomers were β-sheet-enriched \[[@B389-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In another study, Baicalein reduced α-syn in the media of dopaminergic cell lines overexpressing A53T α-syn \[[@B390-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The Baicalein derivative N′-benzylidene-benzohydrazide also inhibited oligomer formation \[[@B391-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Baicalein in combination with β-cyclodextrin synergistically inhibited α-syn aggregation and disaggregated preformed fibrils even at very low concentrations \[[@B365-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Two studies also reported the in vivo protective effects of Baicalein on decreasing α-syn aggregation \[[@B392-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B393-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Baicalein prevented the transition from α-syn monomers to oligomers, associated with behavioral improvement and neuroprotection in the striatum of rotenone-induced PD in rats \[[@B392-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Furthermore, Baicalein attenuated MPTP-induced α-syn aggregate formation in the injected SN of mice \[[@B393-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This strong inhibition was mostly due to the formation of Schiff base \[[@B384-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and the presence of vicinal dihydroxyl group on the phenyl ring of Baicalein that could be responsible for its anti-aggregative action \[[@B388-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Integrating evidence from in vitro and in vivo studies, Baicalein appears to be a potential drug candidate to inhibit α-syn aggregation, fibrillation, and propagation in neurons. Interestingly, another polyphenol, Cuminaldehyde, isolated from Iranian cumin, was found to be superior to Baicalein. It inhibited α-syn fibrillation \[[@B394-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and blocked protein assembly into β-structural fibrils by the interaction with its amine and aldehyde groups with α-syn \[[@B395-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In the same line of evidence, one of the most popular catechins, (−)-Epigallocatechin 3-gallate (EGCG), a flavanol compound predominantly present in green tea, inhibited α-syn aggregation and fibrillation in a concentration-dependent manner \[[@B396-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In primary cortical neuron cultures challenged with oxidative injury, EGCG inhibited fibrillation of α-syn and apoptosis \[[@B397-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. EGCG also inhibited α-syn aggregation using PD post-mortem tissue \[[@B398-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The molecular mechanisms by which EGCG blocks amyloid aggregation are not yet completely understood. However, EGCG bound the natively unfolded polypeptides directly and prevented their conversion into toxic intermediates \[[@B399-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Moreover, it can induce a conformational change by binding directly with β-sheet-rich aggregates without disassembling them into monomers or small diffusible oligomers \[[@B400-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B401-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B402-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. It was also notably suggested that EGCG had the potential to bind to the oligomeric state of α-syn, destabilizing it and blocking the membrane affinity of α-syn \[[@B403-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. EGCG was later showed to exhibit its protective effect by facilitating the conversion of active oligomers, which could exert membrane disruption and cellular toxicity, into amyloid fibrils \[[@B404-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The effects of EGCG have also been related to metal homeostasis, which will be discussed later in this review \[[@B405-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, some studies suggested the hydrophobic binding and Schiff base formation with Lysine residues as important features of its mechanism of action \[[@B400-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B406-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Although EGCG has been shown to be neuroprotective in MPTP-induced animal models of PD, there is no proof about its direct protective effect against α-syn aggregation toxicity in an in vivo model \[[@B398-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. However, when EGCG was conjugated with nanoparticles, it allowed a neuroprotective effect and a considerable inhibition of α-syn aggregation in a mouse model of PD \[[@B407-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, Theaflavins, another polyphenol present in fermented black tea, had effects comparable to EGCG but it appeared less vulnerable to oxidation by air and exhibited better activity in oxidizing environments compared to EGCG \[[@B408-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

8.2. Other Antioxidant Strategies {#sec8dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
---------------------------------

Besides the use of polyphenols, other antioxidant strategies have been investigated for their potential to reduce α-syn aggregation. Among them, coenzyme Q10 (coQ10) is an important anti-oxidant in both mitochondria and in lipid membranes \[[@B409-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B410-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. coQ10 administration protected against MPTP toxicity in mice \[[@B411-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B412-biomolecules-10-00391]\] and reduced α-syn aggregation \[[@B412-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B413-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A first positive human trial for coQ10 was reported \[[@B414-biomolecules-10-00391]\] but, in the end, the investigational drug associated with Vitamin E was unlikely to demonstrate efficacy over placebo for this indication in a phase III (NCT00740714). The mechanisms by which coQ10 protects dopaminergic neurons against degeneration are not well understood. However, coQ10 as an antioxidant attenuated changes in H~2~O~2~ measured in PD cybrid cells by increasing complex I activity and inhibiting α-syn oligomerization \[[@B415-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Another molecule, ginseng, also known as red ginseng (*Panax ginseng, Araliaceae*), is a well-known medicinal plant and popular source of saponins. Several studies identified the biological active components of ginseng, the ginsenosides, that were shown to play many protective roles \[[@B416-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. The most frequently used and studied ginsenosides, Rg1, Rg3, and Rb1, were investigated for their effect on α-syn aggregation in vitro \[[@B417-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B418-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Ginseng extract reduced dopaminergic cell loss, microgliosis, α-syn aggregate buildup, and improved locomotor activity in a PD rat model \[[@B419-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In another in vivo study, Rg1 attenuated neurodegeneration in the MPTP mouse model of PD and reduced oligomeric and phosphorylated α-syn in the SN \[[@B418-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. An alternate anti-oxidant molecule, Apelin, was proved to be a neuroprotective peptide, which was first extracted and purified from bovine stomach \[[@B420-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In vitro, Apelin-36 was neuroprotective in MPP^+^-treated SH-SY5Y cells \[[@B421-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Furthermore, in MPTP-induced PD mice, they demonstrated that the neuroprotection induced by Apelin-36 could be explained by its effect on the reduction of oxidative stress and nitrated α-syn expression. Apelin-36 also promoted autophagy and inhibited ASK1/JNK/caspase-3 apoptotic pathway \[[@B422-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Finally, the activation of the transcription factor Nrf2/antioxidant response element (ARE) pathway has shown to protect against neurodegeneration by decreasing both oxidative stress and protein aggregation \[[@B423-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Nrf2 reduced α-syn toxicity by a time-dependent, cell-autonomous mechanism. Nrf2 accelerated the clearance of α-syn, shortening its half-life and leading to lower overall levels of α-syn \[[@B424-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Scopoletin, an active principle obtained from *Morinda citrifolia*, also presented antioxidant property \[[@B425-biomolecules-10-00391]\] by quenching free radicals, reversing apoptosis in rotenone-treated SH-SY5Y cells and prevented α-syn aggregation in rotenone-treated rats through activation of DJ-1/Nrf2/ARE pathway \[[@B426-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Additionally, a synthetic morpholine-containing chalcone, KMS99220, reduced α-syn aggregation in GFP A53T α-syn-overexpressing cells. In MPTP-treated mice, oral administration of KMS99220 prevented degeneration of the nigral dopaminergic neurons, induced the Nrf2 target genes, and prevented the associated motor deficits \[[@B427-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

To conclude, antioxidants have a strong power to inhibit α-syn aggregation by direct interaction with the protein for polyphenols, as well as by its other beneficial properties, such as antioxidative, anti-inflammatory and pro-autophagic activities. These specific properties can have indirect effects on the reduction in protein aggregation, activating antioxidative enzymes or pathways and decreasing oxidative stress. Polyphenols interact directly with the monomeric or oligomeric forms of α-syn mainly through the hydroxyl groups by forming hydrogen bonds with residues of α-syn \[[@B385-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. By such hydrophobic interactions, polyphenols stabilized the natively unfolded conformation of α-syn, and disaggregated preformed fibrils into monomers or soluble and non-toxic oligomers \[[@B384-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B400-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Even if no clinical studies confirm their beneficial effects, antioxidants, by their anti-aggregative and neuroprotective efficacy in vitro and in vivo, seem to be interesting candidates for PD therapy.

9. Metal Dyshomeostasis {#sec9-biomolecules-10-00391}
=======================

Divalent metals such as iron, copper, and zinc have been shown to interact with α-syn via multiple metal binding sites and affect its stability and aggregation \[[@B41-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B43-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B428-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B429-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B430-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. To target therapeutically the interactions between metals and α-syn, different strategies have been used including chelation, metalloproteases and several metal-interfering molecules.

9.1. Targeting Iron Homeostasis {#sec9dot1-biomolecules-10-00391}
-------------------------------

Iron has been primarily studied for its effects on PD pathology progression, particularly in its interaction with α-syn and induction of dopaminergic cell loss \[[@B352-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B431-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B432-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. α-syn phosphorylation and expression were increased both in SH-SY5Y cells and in rats when exposed to higher amounts of iron, suggesting the key role of iron in regulating α-syn expression and S129 phosphorylation \[[@B433-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Chelation-based therapy, a strategy based on the depletion and/or sequestration of metals using chelators, has mostly been studied in the case of iron and has showed some promising findings. Deferiprone is an iron chelator that has the capacity of crossing the BBB, making it of great interest in the study of chelation for PD. Deferiprone decreased neuronal cell loss in human dopaminergic neurons in vitro and in MPTP mice by decreasing oxidative stress without interfering with iron-dependent mechanisms \[[@B434-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Additionally, deferiprone was able to rescue behavioral deficits and trended to decrease α-syn accumulation in iron-fed A53T α-syn-overexpressing mice \[[@B435-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Phase 1 clinical trials of this drug also showed that 12 months of deferiprone administration decreased disease progression in PD patients compared to the placebo group \[[@B434-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Deferiprone was also tested in a phase 2 clinical trial using 22 PD patients where it showed to decrease iron and have little side effects on the patients \[[@B436-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Similarly, intranasal administration of iron chelator deferoxamine in α-syn overexpressing rats improved motor defects, decreased both the number and size of α-syn aggregates, and reduced inflammation. However, this molecule did not rescue the loss of dopaminergic neurons in this animal model \[[@B437-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. 8-Hydroxyquinoline (8-HQ)-derived chelators have also shown great potential for treating neurodegeneration and α-syn aggregation. The beneficial effects of clioquinol, an 8-HQ derivative, were first demonstrated in MPTP-intoxicated mice \[[@B438-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Treatment with clioquinol led to a decrease in iron and induced alleviation in oxidative stress, increase of striatal dopamine loss and neuroprotection. Furthermore, clioquinol improved cognition, motor functions and dopaminergic cell loss in transgenic A53T α-syn-overexpressing mice \[[@B439-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. A concomitant treatment of clioquinol and L-DOPA in A53T α-syn-transgenic mice not only prevented neurodegeneration but also improve motor symptoms \[[@B440-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Q1 and Q4 are other 8-HQ derivatives that target specifically mitochondrial and cytosolic iron pools respectively. Oral administration of these iron chelators in MPTP-treated mice were able to protect from mitochondrial and cytosolic iron increase, against oxidative stress, and dopaminergic cell loss \[[@B441-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Other 8-HQ derivatives such as VK-28, M30, and HLA20 were also tested in different models to determine their therapeutic potential and were capable of reducing oxidative stress, iron accumulation, and α-syn accumulation \[[@B442-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B443-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. D-607 is another iron-chelating molecule that is capable of activating D2/D3 dopamine receptors \[[@B444-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In vitro, D-607 was able to increase cell viability in PC-12 exposed to 6-OHDA. In fly expressing WT or mutant α-syn, D-607 protected from α-syn toxicity by reducing multimeric species with a slight increase in monomeric α-syn. Neuroprotective effects of D-607 were also assessed in MPTP-injected mice and treatment with this iron-chelator inhibited dopaminergic cell loss. These in vitro and in vivo data demonstrated the neuroprotective effects of D-607 by reducing α-syn toxicity and dopaminergic loss \[[@B445-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, PBT434, another chelator binding iron, has been tested in neuroblastoma cells and was able to inhibit iron-mediated oxidative stress as well as aggregation of α-syn. In the same study, they tested the effects of PBT434 in three in vivo PD models: 6-OHDA, MPTP and human A53T α-syn transgenic mice. In these mouse models of PD, PBT434 was able to rescue dopaminergic cell loss in the SN, which translated by an improvement in motor behavior. Most importantly, PBT434 decreased the levels of α-syn in either MPTP and human A53T α-syn mice \[[@B446-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This molecule shows promise as it is a low-binding chelator and could thus have less side-effects compared to other chelators.

Another strategy that has been tested for iron-targeting is the use of Rosmarinic acid (RA), an ester of caffeic acid. RA has been shown to have multiple biological roles including anti-inflammatory, antioxidative and antiviral activities. In 2010, this molecule demonstrated its protective effects in vitro as it was able to antagonize the neurotoxic effects of MPP^+^ exposure in dopaminergic cells \[[@B447-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Recently, these neuroprotective properties were also observed in a MPP^+^/MPTP context tied to iron-induced α-syn aggregation. In cells, RA protected cells against iron-induced toxicity and decreased α-syn aggregation. In mice, treatment with RA protected against the decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase and superoxide dismutase expression, inhibited the increase in mesencephalic iron content, and inhibited the increase in α-syn mRNA induced by iron \[[@B448-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

Finally, another approach has been to target α-syn expression at the RNA level. The 5′-untranslated region (5′-UTR) of *SNCA* is well structured and contains an iron-response element (IRE) region that is capable of regulating its translation. At low iron concentrations, the IRE is bound by the iron response protein (IRP) whereas at high iron concentrations, IRP binds to iron and frees the IRE which induces translation of *SNCA*. A study attempted to create a small molecule to target the *SNCA* IRE to regulate its translation in PD models. They designed a compound, synucleozid, that was capable of targeting α-syn mRNA 5′UTR in a neuronal cell line, inducing a decrease in protein expression and a protective effect in cells \[[@B449-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. This strategy of targeting the SNCA IRE by this small molecule could prove to be efficient in reducing α-syn and thus its toxicity and aggregation, but in vivo studies remain to be seen.

9.2. Targeting Zinc and Copper Homeostasis {#sec9dot2-biomolecules-10-00391}
------------------------------------------

Besides iron, zinc and copper are essential healthy cellular elements and have been shown to also interact with α-syn. Copper has been shown to bind α-syn with the most affinity, despite mutations in certain residues, and can accelerate α-syn aggregation \[[@B42-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B450-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B451-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In addition, zinc dyshomeostasis due to the loss of its transporter ATP13A2 was showed to induce an accumulation of α-syn and reduce its exosomal transport \[[@B452-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B453-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. In another study, overexposure to zinc in WT rats prompted a PD-like pathology. This zinc-induced Parkinsonism showed a loss of dopaminergic cells, motor impairment, aggregation of α-syn and impairment of UPS-mediated degradation. Altogether, zinc exposure induced consequences that were similar to those seen in sporadic PD and were reversible by treatment with L-DOPA \[[@B454-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

As previously stated, the polyphenol EGCG has been shown to bind to α-syn and inhibit its fibrillation in PC12 cells \[[@B455-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Following these results, another study aimed at determining if EGCG had an effect on copper-mediated α-syn aggregation. α-syn overexpressing PC12 cells treated with both copper and EGCG exhibited a decrease in cell loss, in ROS production, and in α-syn accumulation \[[@B456-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. EGCG was determined to be able to bind copper, thus inhibiting the copper binding on α-syn. This was also studied in the case of iron in PC12 cells, where EGCG had similar chelating effects on iron, thus inhibiting metal binding on α-syn \[[@B457-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Combined, these studies show the potential beneficial effects of EGCG on metal-induced α-syn accumulation and aggregation.

Another potential therapy that could be used to target metals in PD is by regulating the expression or function of metal-binding proteins. Metallothioneins (MT) are small copper/zinc binding proteins that are instrumental in homeostasis of these two metals. Dexamethasone, a glucocorticoid which acts on the MT gene promoter and can thus activate MT mRNA expression, rescued mice from dopaminergic cell loss and inflammation after MPTP exposure \[[@B458-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Dexamethasone was also used in SH-SY5Y cells to increase MT expression and found that this suppressed copper-induced α-syn aggregate formation in vitro \[[@B459-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

To conclude, modifying metal distribution in the brain via chelators or other molecules has proven to inhibit neurodegeneration, oxidative stress, and α-syn accumulation. Targeting metals in PD remains a relatively novel approach, with only one iron-based compound that has crossed into clinical trials. Nonetheless, promising studies are underway, with the goal of reducing α-syn aggregation without affecting the other proteins to which they bind as well. Another caveat of targeting metals is their importance within cellular mechanisms in the brain but also throughout our whole organism. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that metal therapies should beware of the high risks of side-effects.

10. Challenges and Open Questions {#sec10-biomolecules-10-00391}
=================================

The present review describes a myriad of strategies. We have been careful in, so far, not rating them according to a degree of confidence, giving the feeling that they hold a similar translational potential, which they obviously do not. Amazingly, some have reached clinical development with, what we consider, a very limited package of evidence. Although this is in agreement with the concept of clinical equipoise that relieves the need to achieve the impossible ideal of preclinical certainty that a therapeutic strategy will work in patients, the selection of interesting candidates should be based on the soundest clinically driven preclinical validation \[[@B460-biomolecules-10-00391]\].

How can one establish a confidence rating system and what variables shall be integrated into such a system? We will not solve here an issue that is the cornerstone of the industrial therapeutic development. However, a number of steps should be, in our opinion, fulfilled. The first criterion shall be the demonstration of the presence of the affected mechanisms in human samples, whether they are post-mortem tissues and/or biological fluids. The chosen cellular and, later, animal models shall exhibit comparable changes reminiscent of what happens in the human pathology. It is striking to observe that these basic considerations are not even fulfilled in most studies. In addition, the vast majority of the preclinical studies involve only one PD animal model, raising immediately the concern of the actual recapitulation of the pathology/pathogenesis by a single animal model. Nowadays, our field has the unique opportunity to use different animal species and different triggers for inducing different aspects of α-syn pathology, starting, from a historical point of view, from neurotoxin, transgenic animals, viral-based models, and finally the use of different inocula containing α-syn aggregates (recombinant or human brain-derived). The adoption of several and intrinsically different animal models should become standard for the community to cross-validate a positive result, in a single laboratory as well as between independent laboratories.

Similarly, the issue of the experimental design that leads to the demonstration of efficacy of given therapeutic strategies in these models is astonishingly not taken into account in most (if not all) translational studies. While PD is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, a large majority of α-syn-related therapeutic candidates have been tested using a prophylactic exposure or a concomitant administration. While PD patients are likely to receive a neuroprotective agent following diagnosis---that is, when the extent of dopamine neuron degeneration is already approximately 50% \[[@B461-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B462-biomolecules-10-00391]\]---therapeutic candidates are tested in association with, or even weeks before, α-syn-related triggers of pathology. What is the relevance of such an administration protocol with regard to the natural progression of PD? It is not at all surprising that, despite the strength of the available PD models, they have not identified a neuroprotective agent that has been shown to be efficacious in PD patients, even in non-human primate models.

The definition of the actual therapeutics objectives are also critical. With the example of Alzheimer's disease, one should be very cautious in using the terminology "neuroprotection", "disease-modifying", etc. What does one try to achieve with one given strategy? Truly protecting the neurons from degenerating? Slowing down the prion-like spread of the α-syn aggregates? Decreasing the monomeric α-syn load? Dampening the phospho-α-syn pathology? Most papers are unclear about the true objective and importantly about how the communicated result can translate into an exploitable clinical trial endpoint.

Another level of complexity refers to the strategies for brain drug delivery employed, i.e., gene therapy or pharmacological drugs in disease models of pathogenicity. For these, critical points have to be fulfilled, such as no toxic or adverse effects, a suitable and efficient biodistribution, and evidence of target engagement in vivo. The booming field of synucleinopathies, if it does not build upon past failures, is likely to meet the same issues as other neurodegenerative conditions. It is thus time for building large consortiums of academic labs and to establish, in coordination with clinicians, the minimal package of data that would convince us to move an appealing preclinical finding into real life, i.e., in the clinic.

11. Conclusions {#sec11-biomolecules-10-00391}
===============

Given the central role of α-syn in PD pathology and progression, α-syn met the criteria to be a tantalizing and evident therapeutic target for PD. In this review, we discussed the potential strategies that are currently being investigated to reduce or block α-syn accumulation and propagation. Whether the strategies target α-syn directly (via gene silencing, immunotherapy or small molecules) or indirectly (via its clearance), they all aimed at restoring cellular homeostasis by bringing α-syn back to its physiological levels, non-aggregative and toxic state or by inhibiting the propagation of pathological forms of α-syn. Despite the various strategies described here, individual challenges remain for each approach. Many research efforts have been made in the various technologies/methodologies aiming to target α-syn, giving rise to multiple clinical trials currently underway ([Table 1](#biomolecules-10-00391-t001){ref-type="table"}). Within these many strategies, some currently seem more promising than others, or have at least progressed more rapidly in clinical trials. These include predominantly immunization, anti-aggregative molecules and an increase in α-syn clearance, compared to the less developed PTM targeting and anti-oxidant strategies. Ultimately, we could envision that one possible solution could be combining different strategies, both direct and indirect, to target α-syn accumulation at different steps and both intracellularly and extracellularly. Nevertheless, scientists face multiple obstacles with clinical trials including BBB crossing, solubility, biodistribution, administration and toxicity. Finally, another challenge for all strategies is the lack of knowledge of the physiological roles of α-syn, as well as the absence of valid biomarkers for α-syn species accumulation. These biomarkers could have the potential to not only diagnose pre-symptomatic patients, but also to stratify patients for future trials according to their PD type (i.e., familial or idiopathic). Such could be the case for isoforms of apoE, which have been differentially implicated during PD progression \[[@B463-biomolecules-10-00391],[@B464-biomolecules-10-00391]\]. Despite these challenges, it seems that it is only a matter of time before α-syn-based therapeutic strategies are successful in slowing PD progression.

We apologize to the authors of several high-quality scientific articles that contributes significantly to the development of the field, which could not be cited due to space limitations.
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biomolecules-10-00391-t001_Table 1

###### 

Drug-based clinical trials targeting α-synuclein accumulation directly or indirectly.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           Molecule                                                                 Mechanism                                                                           Clinical Trial Phase                            Year                            Location of Trial                               Reference
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  Immunotherapy                            **PRX002**                                                               Monoclonal antibody targeting C-terminal sequence of α-syn (amino acids 118--126)   1 (healthy volunteers)                          2016                            United States                                   NCT02095171 \[[@B190-biomolecules-10-00391]\]

  1 (healthy volunteers and PD patients)   2017                                                                     United States                                                                       NCT02157714 \[[@B191-biomolecules-10-00391]\]                                                                                   

  2 (PD patients)                          Active                                                                   United States                                                                       NCT03100149                                                                                                                     

  **MEDI1341**                             Monoclonal antibody targeting C-terminal sequence of α-syn               1 (healthy volunteers)                                                              Recruiting                                      United States, United Kingdom   NCT03272165                                     

  **BIIB054**                              Monoclonal antibody targeting N-terminal aggregated forms of α-syn       1 (healthy volunteers and PD patients)                                              2018                                            United States                   NCT02459886 \[[@B198-biomolecules-10-00391]\]   

  2 (PD patients)                          Recruiting                                                               United States, Japan                                                                NCT03318523\                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                        NCT03716570                                                                                                                     

  **BAN0805**                              Antibody targeting protofibrils of α-syn                                 1 (healthy volunteers)                                                              Recruiting                                      United States                   NCT04127695                                     

  **PD01/PD03 Affitopes**                  Vaccines targeting the C-terminal sequence of α-syn via small peptides   1 and 2 (healthy volunteers and PD patients)                                        2018                                            Austria                         NCT01568099\                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        NCT02216188                                     

  Clearance                                **Nilotinib**                                                            Tyrosine kinase Abelson (cAbl) inhibitor                                            1 (PD, PDD and DLB patients)                    2016                            United States                                   NCT02281474 \[[@B329-biomolecules-10-00391]\]

  2 (PD patients)                          2019                                                                     United States                                                                       NCT02954978 \[[@B330-biomolecules-10-00391]\]                                                                                   

  **Ambroxol**                             Pharmacological chaperone of β-glucocerebrosidase                        2 (PDD patients)                                                                    Recruiting                                      Canada                          NCT02914366 \[[@B348-biomolecules-10-00391]\]   

  2 (PD patients)                          2020                                                                     United Kingdom                                                                      NCT02941822 \[[@B349-biomolecules-10-00391]\]                                                                                   

  Small molecules                          **ANLE138B**                                                             Small molecule targeting oligomeric forms of α-syn                                  1 (healthy volunteers)                          Recruiting                      United Kingdom                                  NCT04208152

  **NPT200-11**                            Small molecule targeting the C-terminal region of α-syn                  1 (healthy volunteers)                                                              2016                                            United States                   NCT02606682                                     

  Anti-oxidants                            **CoQ10 + Vitamin E**                                                    Antioxidant activity                                                                3 (early PD patients)                           2013                            United States                                   NCT00740714

  Metals                                   **Deferiprone**                                                          Chelation of iron                                                                   1 (PD patients)                                 2012                            France                                          NCT00943748 \[[@B434-biomolecules-10-00391]\]

  2 (PD patients)                          2019, Recruiting                                                         France, Canada, Austria                                                             NCT02728843\                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                        NCT02655315                                                                                                                     
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: α-syn, α-synuclein; PD, Parkinson's Disease; DLB, Dementia with Lewy Bodies; PDD, Parkinson's Disease Dementia.
